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1. BEPLIES BEGSWED FSOM MSMSSB STATES 

ARGENTINA 

[Original: Spanish] 

(6 September 19911 

1. Representative democracy is the only system in which people can fulfil 
themselves and in which human rights are fully observed and promoted. 

a. Democracy and social justice make it possible to achieve lasting 
acceptance of tbe values and aspirations of peoples and an irrevocable 
cosnnitment to tbe promotion and defence of their human rights. Each nation 
has the right, freely and without external interference. to choose its 
political status and to determine its economic, social and cultural system. 

3. In tbe holding of periodic and genuine elections, the United Nations must 
provide the aid and aSSistMCe expressly requested by Member States, taking 
special care to respect the exclusive domestic jurisdiction of requesting 
States, which alone have the power to organise and hold elections and to 
convene their respective peoples to elect their authorities. 

4. From the above standpoint. the primarily technical nature of the aid 
requested from the United Nations must be emphasiaed. Such aid must be 
granted ou sn exceptional basis, in response to a request by the State 
concerned, or as a result of a regional or international peece process agreed 
among a number of States, as was tke case with Haiti, Nicaragua and Namibia. 

5. Latin America's experience shows that representative democracy is the 
preferred political system of States in the region. The efforts of the United 
Nations and the Organisation of Arnerican States have yielded invaluable 
cooperation in the holding of elections in some countries of the region, 
clearly demonstrating the international community’s commitment to 
strengthening democratic values on the continent. 

6. The Argentine Government also believes that the consolidation and 
survival of democratic values and freedom in the world will be possible only 
when all States accede to the international inetruments in force in the area 
of human rights and fully respect their peoples' right to self-determination 
and to choose their own system of government. 

I.. . 
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AUSTSALIA 

[Original: English] 

[12 July 19911 

1. The Australian Government believes that free and periodic elections are 
the basis of any genuinely democratic system and that democracy is en 
essential condition for the achievement of the fundamental liberties for all 
to which Member States havo committed themselves by accepting the Charter of 
the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Iiuman Rights. 

2. It is also the Australian Government’s view that the promotion of free 
elections is closely tied to the support of the United Nations for the 
universal realisation of the right to self-determination, which is commonly 
regarded as fundamental to the fulfilment of all human rights. As expressed 
in both the United Nations human rights covenants (article 1, International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; article 1, International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights), this right reguires that all peoples 
freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, 
social and cultural development. Since the foundation of the United Nations, 
the implementation of the right to self-determination has found its principal 
inspiration in the process of decolonisation. Self-determination is not 
limited, however, to obtaining and preserving national independence and the 
concept of self-determination will remain of great importance after the 
decolonisation process concludes. It will be so not only because of threats 
of external aggression but also because self-determination entails the 
continuing right of all peoples and individuals within each State to 
participate fully in the political process by which they are governed. As 
free and periodic elections are a major expression of the popular will 
(article 21 of the Universal Declaration of Human pightsr article 25, 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights) and the touchstone of 
the legitimacy of Governments, they are an important element in ensuring the 
right to self-determinaticn. 

3. The Australian Government therefore supports an increased role for the 
United Nations in responding to Member States' requests for assistance in 
conducting elections and strengthening electoral institutions and procedures. 
We regard strengthening the United Nations capacity to respond to such 
requesta as a priority task for the Organisation, in terms of the stated 
objectives of the Charter and the fundamental, universal values which inspire 
the Charter, the Universal Declaration and the two covenants. 

4. The United Nations should be satisfied that any request for electoral 
assistance is genuinely motivated by a concern to protect, establish or 
strengthen democratic processes and to promote human rights. The Australian 
Government would not support any United Nations role that was sought for 
partisan domestic political reasons. It is also conscious that the holding of 
elections, while a necessary element in ensuring basic political freedoms, is 
hot sufficient to guarantee the protection end realisation of all human 

I... 
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rights. The Australian Government believes that the validity of elections 
does not rest solely on the technical proficiency with which they are 
conduotedr free elections require thrt other basic human right, be respected 
during, before and after the election period, in particular freedom of opinion 
and expression, peaceful assembly and association, and that there be no 
structural, procedural or cultural barriers to the full participation of all 
cltiaene, without distinction as to race. sex, language or religion. 

5. The Australian Government does not believe that it would be feasible or 
appropriate for the United Nations or its Member States to impose any 
electoral model or models on other States, indeed, this would not be 
consistent with the right of each nation to determine freely its oun 
political, and hence electoral, system. It should be possible, none the less, 
for Member &ate8 to agree on the areas of tec.hnical assistance that the 
United Nations could help to provide which would be fully consistent with 
national sovereignty and self-determination. In the Australian Government's 
view, the following activities, directed at the efficient and fair conduct of 
elections, would meet this description. 

6. The electoral roll is basic to the conduct of elactions. It is essential 
as a guarantee of voting rights and accurate recording of the results of 
elections and referendums. Technical expertise end appropriate teciqAogies 
can help ensure the integrity and accuracy of electoral rolls. Even if 
lacking the capacity to provide such assistance directly, the United Nations 
could help facilitate the provisions of euch assistance by Member States or 
intergovernmental or other organisations in response to requests by Member 
States. It could also encourage measures to establish and strengthen the 
national institutions, such as independent electoral commissions, which are 
responsible for preparing and maintaining electoral rolls and records. 

1. Similarly, the United Nations could do more to facilitate the provision 
of assistance in response to KembPr States' requests and to encourage the 
establishment and strengthening oE effective national institutions responsible 
for conducting elections. To assist Governments to conduct elections with 
integrity, impartiality and efficiency, assistance might be sought in such 
areas as prercention of electoral fraud and improved polling and vote counting 
procedures. The exchange of experience in cost-effective electoral procedures 
might also be usefully promoted; for example, Australia has considerable 
experience in electoral arrangements for sparsely-populated, remote areas 
which may be of interest to some other Member States. 

0. While education in voting rights and the dissemination of information on 
electoral procedures and canciidates is primarily a matter for national 
Governments, the United Nations may be able to assist in public information 
campaigns and iti facilitating exchange of experience in this area. 

/... 
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9. The Australian Government envisages that direct participation by the 
United Nations in observing elections in Member States would be an exceptional 
activity. There have been several recent eucceaaful examples of such 
involvement, organiaed relatively rapidly and improvised to meet the 
particular circumstances of each election. We would support the development 
of principfea to govern decisions. on United Natd.ona involvement in observing 
elections and of guidelines or terms of reference to serve as the basis for 
future United Nations involvement. 

10. The general principles should include: 

(a) Tbat any United Nationo assistance should be provi&sd only at the 
regueat of the Member State holding the elections 

(b) Thrt the electoral process to be observed should conform with 
internationally accepted norms and relevant standards in United Nations 
instruments, in particular that elections ahoulf be by universal and equal 
suffrage and should be held by secret vote or Lquivalent free voting 
procedures (article 21 of the Universal Declaratcon of Human Rights; 
article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Bights); 

(c) That the request should have broad political support in tbe country 
concerned) 

(d) That United Nations electoral observation should cover the entire 
electoral process, both chronologically and geographically) 

(e) That United Nations electorai aaaiatance should be coordinated 
carefully with regional multilateral organizationa and other groups that may 
be invited to participate: 

(f) That decisions on United Nations assistance should be made by Member 
States through the Security Council, in cases in which the holding of an 
election is relevant to maintenance of international peace and security, or 
the General Assembly, if necessary in resumed session. 

11. The purpose of elaborating quidelinea for United Nations monitoring 
activities would be to develop a clearer understanding b8tw88n Member States 
and the Secretary-General Of hOW the United Nations could respond t0 any 
request for assistance with monitoring an election. The guideline8 Would 
cover: 

(a) The purpose Of an ObS8rV8r team; 

(b) The means and timing of the team's report on the elections to the 
appropriate authorities in the country of the election and to United Nations 
Member States; 

/... 
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(c) The COmpOSitiOn of end means of recruiting/selecting the observer 
teams 

(a) The elements of the electoral process to be monitored (including 
registration, conduct of campaign, polling, counting and announcement of 

results); 

(e) Standards and Erocedurea to be followed by the observer teams 

(f) GuPrranteea for the safety of observers and for their freedom to 
pursue the observer team's manaater 

(g) Financial arrangcfments. 

12. The Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting at Harare, Zhbabwe, in 
November 1991 will consider draft guidelines on the observation of elections. 
These may be of interest to United Nations Member States. 

BARBADOS 

[Orig-inalr English] 

[16 October 19911 

The United Nations could respond to requeata for electoral assistance by 
way of technical assistance. A group of senior electoral officials from 
democratic States could be appointed by the Organisation to advise the 
Secretary-General and report periodically to him. This group when appointed 
could co-opt persons from any nation and araw on relevant eapertiae to assist 
with an analysis of the electoral process of the country in question. Such 
analysis 570uia incluae an evaluation of electoral law, the electoral 
registration process, political parties aa their campaigns, voter attitudes, 
special circumstances (i.e., civilian/military considerations), balloting 
process fina post-election considerations incluaing the installation of duly 

elected officials. 

BOTSWANA 

[Original: English] 

[6 June 19911 

With particular reference to operative paragraphs 9 and 10 of General 
Assembly resolution 45/150 of 18 December 1990, this office would tender 
advice as stated hereunder. 

(a) The najor problem of the States Members of the United Nations is 
that their citizens are unaware of their rights, owing particularly to the low 
standard of general education and largely to non.-availability of Information 

/ . . . 
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on these 3atters: Thetet0re, the unitea Nations w0uia a0 well to publish 
information on the people's rights in regard to their "rights to take part in 
the Government" of their countries and information which can sensitise them on 
the need for them to study the electoral laws of their countries2 

(bj Within the Member States, temns of experts could be formed that 
could be made available to any Member State that requires expert assistance on 
any matters relating to electlone. such experts could act as advisors who 
onuld assist Member States with the drafting of appropriate electoral 
legislations analor draw up suitable eaucation programmesi 

(c) Member States, especially in the aeveloping worla, are always 
plaguea with accusations from opposition parties that elections are not free 
8na fair. This office would not support the iaea of supervision by the United 
Nations. However, the United Nations can always provide Member States with 
observer teams who could confirm either the fairness or the unfairness &t the 
polls; 

(a) Some countries, in which there have been internal disorders, might 
even request that the United Nations should supervise their elections. The 
United Nations should have the resources, both material sna msnpover, in order 
to be able to respond positively where specific requests are so made; 

(e) The United Nations usually learns of aenial of human rights or human 
rights abuses through the private press. One would think that the United 
Nations would do well to have its own monitoring mechanisms which can enable 
the United Nations Organisation to have first-hana information on wha: goes on 
within the Member States. This, of course, should be done in a manner that 
cannot be interpreted as interference in the internal affairs of Member States. 

BRAZIL 

[Original: Bnglish] 

[15 July 19911 

1. The Brazilian Government is of the view that the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, the Internatiord Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the 
relevant resolutions adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations 
clearly underscore the importance of the principle of periodic and genuine 
elections for the realiaation of human rights and recognize certain general 
standards for their effectiveness. such as: 

(a) Universal and equal suffrage; 

(b) Secret vote or equivalent free voting procedures; 

(c) Equal opportunity for acceee to public offices; 

/ . . . 
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(a) Dea!ocratic freedonlsr. M, peaceful assembly, association, 
opinion and expression8 

(6) &partial management of the electoral process. 

2. Againrst the background of those broad parameters, it is also universally 
recognised that all States enjoy sovereign equality, having each of them the 
right freely to choose an8 develop its political, social, economic and 
cultural systems; and that tbere is no single political system or electoral 
method that is equally suited to all nations and their people. 

3. The renewed vitality of national democratic processes observed in recent 
time6 in different regions of the world is a welcome trend which should 
further promote the enhancement of the process of democratisation of 
international relstions. .: atb at the national and international level, it is 
essential that democratic values and procedures be observed for the 
preservation of the equal rights of men end women and of nations large end 
small. 

4. One crucial aspect for the effective promotion of those values and 
procedures ie the strict observance of the rule of law by Governments in their 
inteL.nal activitdes and in international relations. 

5. The United Nations can play an important role in reeponding to Member 
States' requests for electoral assistsace and must carefully examine the 
appropriate modalities of, and conditions for, such assistance, taking into 
account the specificities of each request. 

6. As to the modalities, a distinction should be made betwaeo electoral 
processes conducted within the context of a dispute settlement plan worked out 
under the auspices of the United Nations and the requests for technical 
assistance made by e Government in support of its internal electoral process. 

1. 
. As to the conditions, the following principles should, titer alla, be 

observe& 

(a) The United Nations participation should be in strict observance of 
the Charter; 

(b) There should be a specific request by the Government concerned and a 
clear sutborisation by the competent United Nations organ, which, as a general 
rule, would be the General Assembly; 

(c) The extent of the United Nations involvement in assisting the 
electoral process requested by the Government concerned shoulrl be clearly 
established au& as necessary, coordinated with other intergovernmental 
orgauizations whose assistance may also have been requested by that Govt'nment; 

(d) The Unitetl Nations must maintain absolute impartiality in its 
assistance activities: 

/ . . . 
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(e) The expenses for such assistance should be kep?: at the lowest 
possible level, with full cooperation of the requesting Government, and 
financed as far as possible by extrabudgetary resources of the Organisation. 

BRUNEI DARUSSALM 

[Original: English] 

[14 June 19911 

1. Brunei Darussalam agrees with General Assembly resolution 45/150 that all 
States enjoy equal sovereignty and have the rights freely to choose an& 
develop its political, sociaP, economic arul cultural system. Brunei 
Darussalam accepts that a country may approach, if it so wishes, international 
organiaations/t3peciali2ed agencies, with a view to obtaining aesiatance to 
promote and strengthen its electoral constitution and procedures. 

2. As with many other countries, Brunei Darussalam strongly 8dheres to the 
principles of non-interference in the internal affairs of other nations, based 
on mutual respect far the independence, sovereignty. equality and territorial 
integrity of all nations. 

3. The Ministry has further the honour to state that the people of Brunei 
Darussalem are content with the present system of Government, which is free 
from external interference. This system of government, based upon long 
tradition and custom, has brought peace, stability and progress to Brunei 
Darussalam. 

BULGARIA 

[Original: English] 

[3 July lYQ1] 

1. The right to participate in the Government of one's country is a 
fundamental human right enunciated in article 21 of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights and in article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights and is further recognised in the major international human 
rights instruments. 

2. The United Nations has a long experience in election monitoring and 
electoral assistance - starting with its first election observer mission to 
monitor a by-election in Korea in 1946 - election monitoring and assistance 
being developea as an integral part of conflict resolution efforts - for 
instance in the framework of peace-keeping operations or in the framework of 
the decolonization process. Other international organizations have lleo 
gathered significant experience in observer missions. 
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3. An election monitoring mission in an interested country can play a 
significant role in promoting human rights. The presence of an observer 
mirsion often deters electoral fraud and manipulation of electoral process. 
The United lJations can help guarantee impartiality an8 balance, given the 
variety and complexity of situations in connection with the need for electoral 
assistauce ena supervir,ion. 

4. The aim of any United Nations election monitoring system should be above 

all to render assistance to the country concerned on the request of the 
latter, especially in a period of transition to a democratic system of 
government. 

5. In order to create a sound legal basis for the future role of the United 
Nations in election monitoring an& assistance, the Republic of Bulgaria 
considers it substantial that international election standards be elaborate 
and accepted universally. 

6. To that end it would be appropriate that a report be prepared containing 
an evaluation of the experience,of intergovernmental orqaniaations, and the 
Uaited Nations in particular, in election monitoring, specific proposals for 
the creation of United Nations guiding principles or staudard minimum rules 
for conducting periodic and genuine elections firing uniform criteria for the 
assessment of electoral processes, as well as proposals as to what structures 
vithin the United Nations Secretariat are suited most to coordinate the 
relevdnt activities of ad hoc structures and how their financing should be 
secured. 

7. Relevant provisions of regional agreements should be fully taken into 
account, for instance the document of the Copenhagen meeting of the Conference 
on the Ehunan Dimension of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe, and in particular its part 1.7. 

6. We also share the view that the independence, impartiality and 
objectivity of the observers are of primary importance, as well as keeping up 
with the principle of equitable geographic representation both in an eventual 
permanent body and in future missions in the field. 

9. The Bulgarian Government, bearing in mind the serious financial 
constraints both on the regular United Nations budget, as well as on the 
countries that neefl assistance most, shares the view that a voluntary fund 
shoulc¶ be established in order to finance participation of United Nations 
units and recruited observers in election monitoring. 

10. The Government of the Republic of Bulgaria, in the spirit of its firm 
commitment to ensuring international cooperation in the further promotion and 
protection of universally recognired human rights and func¶amental freedoms, 
which lies at the m-,:9 of both its domesdc au& foreign policy, highly 
appreciates the efforts of the United Nations to define and implement yet 
another important right proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights and expresses its readiness to contribute to the future work of the 
United Nations in this field. 

/ . . . 
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CXILE 

[Original: Spanish] 

[7 October 1991) 

1. The first thing that should be established in this connection is that the 
United Nations must take a positive attitude to requests for electoral 
assistance. In other words, in view of the basic elements of the agreement 
already mentioned, which is based on the Charter of the United Nations, On the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and on the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights, all that need be emphasised is that the United 
Nations must provide such assistance when it is formally requested by a Member 
State. 

2. Imposing electoral assistance when the country concerned has not 
requested it would be interference in its internal affairs and would undermine 
its national sovereignty. 

3. Daving made this general corrnent, in the light of experience already 
gained in this area, let us analyse what requests a Member State might make in 
the area of electoral assistance. 

4. Normally States request the following kinds of electoral assistance among 
others: 

(a) Technical cooperation in preparing the electoral rolls, in other 
words, the country's national register of electors8 

(b) Cooperation in the area of voting mechanisms and electoral systemsr 

(c) Advice on the purchase of computers or electronic equipment for 
electoral use; 

(d) Resources for the above purchases8 

(e) Electoral observation, involving the use of advisers on election day 
for technical purposes and to give credibility to the process. 

5. The variety and nature of electoral assistance requirements thus requires 
that the organ providing such assistance be multifaceted in its technical 
composition in order to cooperate effectively. 

6. The non-governmental body which has come the closest to providing 
comprehensive electoral assistance is the Centre for Electoral Training and 
Promotion (CkPEL), which is under the authority of the Inter-American 
Institute of Human Rights. CAPEL owes its excellence to the establishment oi 
associations of electoral bodies of Central America and the Caribbean and of 
South America bringing together all the electoral bodies of those regions. In 
others words, CAPEL, in cooperation with these bodies and with financing from 

/... 
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international agencies, such as tbe International Development Association, and 
European agSt)nciaa, has in the past managed to cover virtually all the 
assistance naada of Latin American electoral bodies. 

7. This exemgle might serve as a moue1 for international regional bodies, 
and indeed for the United Nations itself in designing a process for providing 
electoral aaaiatanae to its Member States. 

6. The legal status of electoral bodies throughout the world varies 80 
coasiderebly that it would be impossible to typify them eahauatively. Broadly 
speaking, we can say that they range from a fourth branch of government, with 
very broad decision-making powsra and autonomy, to mare public services 
dependent on a ministry or else a division of a country’s registry office. 

9. This point is important in determining who is to receive the electoral 
asaiatance. There has been a gradual trend at the international level towaras 
greater autonomy for electoral bodies and their separatioa from the political 
powers. 

10. If  the United Nations were'to provide electoral aaaiatance, it would do 
well to 8tuay the functioning of CAPEL , which has found intelligent aolutiona 
to some of the problema raised by the provision of such aaaiatance, 
particularly the weakening of the national electoral body. 

11. Any United Nations structure in the area of electoral assistance will 
have to first tackle the following aspects: 

(a) Creation of an electoral unit within the Unitea Nations, with close 
links and ties in electoral matters to national electoral bodies, enablinq 
electoral teams to be put together fairly fast ana efficientlyj 

(b) Batablishaent of a apecialiaed electoral aocumentation and analysis 
centre; 

(c) Establishment of a special fund for electoral cooperation with 
countries whose poaefbilitie~ of self-financing are very limited; 

(d) Coordination with international regional boaies and non-governmental 
bodies which have carried or are carrying out electoral technical assistance 
activities. 

12. The experience so far gained in this area demonstrates the usefulness of 
setting up electoral bodies and providing their staff with technical training 
as a necessary complement to any technical assistance that may be offered. 

13. Lastly, it should be borne in mind that electoral processes take a long 

time to prepare and have a variety of technical facets. Accordingly, in 
r88pnaing to requests for electoral assistance, these tW0 a6p8Cts Will have 
to be taken into account, namely, the duration of the cooperation and the 
specific technical competence needed to meet the corresponding request. 
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14. Solving this 
with a variety of 
note. 

problem is a complex and difficult task and means dealing 
technical aspects, some of which have been mentioned in this 

CUINA 

[Original: Bnglish] 

[ll July 19911 

1. The Government of China has always maintained that the political, social, 
legal, as well as electoral eysteme of a country are internal affairs of this 
country and should be established in accordance with the legislative procedure 
of the country. According to the purposes and principles of the Charter of 
the United Nations, the United Nations does not have the mandate and authority 
to intervene in the internal matters, including electoral matters, of its 
Member States. 

2. Up to the present, the United Nations has only provided electoral 
assistance for related countries in special circumstances, such as in 
connection with decolonisation and the reoolution of conflicts that jeopardise 
world or regional peace and security, or at the invitation of individual 
sovereign States. Therefore, there is no universal need for the United 
Nations to provide assistance for the normal electoral matters of its Member 
States. 

3. Since there exist big differences among countries in the world in terms 
of their political, economic, social au8 legal systems, historical 
backgrounds, as well as cultural traditions, consequently, it is impracticable 
to establish a single machinery of electoral assistance euitable to all 
countries under all circumstances. The Chinese Government holds that it is 
the sovereign right of each Member State to decide whether to accept the 
electoral assistance of the United Nations, and such decision should be made 
by the Governments concerned. Only when a sovereign State has made a request 
can the United Nations begin to study and decide on ways, means and methods of 
the assistance with this country. 

COLOMBIA 

[Original: Spanish] 

[27 May 19911 

1. With regard to the first of the resolutions mentioned, I suggest that you 
consult the Colombian Government's reply of 15 January 1991 to Centre for 
Human Eights memorandum G/SO 214(25-2). 
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2. Bncloseb with that reply was volume IX of the President's report to the 
Congreaa, entitled "Eight political reform for popular sovereignty'*, in which 
some of tbea8 reforms are outline%, especially those relating to the popular 
election of mayors, direct psrticipation by the people, the reform of the 
electoral system, the modernioation of eleation campaigns and the reform of 
political parties. 

3. The chapter describing the reform of the electoral system demonstrates 
the Colombian government's interest in modernising, promoting and enhancing 
the electoral ayetea, with a view to strengthening democracy, so that the 
authority to govern will be baaed on the will of tbe people as expressed in 
periodic and genuine eleotiona. 

4. Dy meana of Act 62 of 1988, tbe use of voting car%8 was intro%uced in 
preai%ential elsationa. This Act guarantees tbat voters can freely exercise 
their right to vote by using such car%s. 

5. In previous presidential elections , a change ha% been made so that the 
right to vote could be exercised in a bootb away from tbe voting tables and 
from public pressure. 

6. The use of a card and of graphic means (photographs of the can%idates 
with their name8 alongside) haa made it easier for voters to indicate the 
candidate of thsir aboice. 

7. Formerly, ballots were printed by the political campaigns themselves, 
according to a format previously determined by the Board of Elections, and 
were distributed at voting site8 by representatives of tbe candidates. This 
enabled some unscrupulous persons to deliver their ballots to voters before 
the election and thus to exert undue preesure on their choice. 

6. The names of all tbe registered candidates are printed on each card 
provided by the board of Elections, thus obviously re%ucing the cost of the 
campaigns (annex 1). 

9. Likewise. Act 6 of 1969 modifies some aspects of Decree 2241 of 1966, 
also known as tbe Electoral Code. Among other things, it expands the 
functions of tbe National Registrar an% commiss$ons, electoral bo%ies to 
oversee the preparation and holding of elections an% referendums, thus 
establishing the mechanisms necessary for the will of citizens to be expressed 
clearly and freely. Act 6 provides the technical, human and material 
resources necessary for the electoral process to take place in a suitable 
manner with the requisi4te guarantees (annex 2). 

10. In addition, Decree 714 of 1990 made available to presidential candidates 
the official channels of the ma88 media, with a view to facilitating the 
diaaemination of their views an% programmes (annex 3). 

11. Moreover, D%Cr88 926 of 1990, also known as the Electoral Guarantees 
Statute, allocated, for the first time in the country's history, specific 
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reoourcos to finance the cost of political campaigns, with a view to giving 
all political parties and movements an equal opportunity to participate in the 
electoral contest (annex 4). 

12. All of tho above provisions were adopted because of the Government's 
belief in the need to strengthen the right of citiaens to participate 
increasingly in a political system based on shared, egalitarian citiaenship 
and on the exercise of universal suffrage through periodic and genuine 
elections. 

13. During 1990, Colombians went to the polls on tbe following dates: 

11 March: Popular elections of mayors , elections for the Senate, the 
Douse of Representatives and councils at the local level 
(w and -1 and the Liberal Party 
referendum. 

27 May: Slections for President of the Republic and for the Dational 
Constituent Assembly. 

9 Decembera Elections to designate members of the National Constituent 
Assembly. 

14. Colombia upbolds the principle of the Charter of the United Dations, 
based on the right of all peoples freely and without external interference, to 
determine their political system status and to pursue their economic, social 
and cultural development, and on the duty of every State to respect that right. 

15. President Cesar Gaviria Trujillo. in his statement to the General 
Assembly at its forty-fifth session on 26 September 1990, said: 

"Our rolatiots with the community of nations are constantly guided by the 
principles that guarantee civilised coexistence among peoples. Defence 
of and respect for international law, the legal equality of States, the 
peaceful settlement of disputes, respect for pluralism, rejection of the 
use of force, and above all, non-intervention and the self-determination 
of peoples - they are the principles that guide our international 
policies." 

[Original: Spanish] 

(16 July 199I] 

1. In the Cuban Government's vien, any analysis of this question musr of 
necessity begin with recognition of the principle of equal rights and 
self-determination of peoples, which is the cornerstone of the Charter of the 
United Nations and of the other internatiotial instruments derived therefrom. 

.!... 
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Ibis principle, therefore, includes the right of all paoplaa and nations. 
freely aud without external interference, to determine their political status 
ana to pursue their economic, social and cultural development. 

2. In this connection, electoral proclsases have always been construed aa 
matters falling strictly within the domestic jurisdiction of States and as 
funbuentel end legitimate expieasiona of their political sovereignty. 

3. Accordingly, my Government once again affirms that it is the concern 
solely of peoples to determine methods and to establish institutions regarding 
the electoral pr00088, as woll as to itetermine the ways for its implementation 
according to their constitution and national legislation. This affirmation is 
based on the understanding and the conviction , which my Government shares, 
that there is no single political system or single moael for electoral 
processes egually suited to all nation8 and peoples , since electoral processes 
are subject to historical, political, cultural and religious factors. There 
would be no room for international coexistence in a civilised world if each 
government demanded that others adopt a form of organioation identical to its 
OVID. 

4. Thus. any activity that attempts, directly or indirectly, to interfere in 
the free development of national electoral processes, iu particular in the 
developing countries, or that intends to sway the results of such processes, 
violates the epirit and letter of the principles established in the Charter 
aua in the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly 
Relation8 arrd Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of the 
Unit&d Uations. As a result, there c&n be no Uoubt that such processes are 
not in any way a legitimate sphere for intervention or participation by other 
States, either bilaterally or through any multilateral structure, including 
the United Nations. 

5. From this standpoint, which is based on international law, the Cuban 
Government has rejected, an8 will continue to reject, any initiative 
concerning national electoral processes which seeks to establish legislative 
bases or structures legitimizing and justifying interference in matters within 
th& domestic jurisdiction of States and eubjecting national institutions and 
indigenous political practices to pre-established foreign models that are 
contrary to national sovereignty. 

6. It is a well-known fact that aomb powerful countries provide substantial 
financial resource8 and various kinds of "technical assistance" to political 
parties and electoral canaiaatos in developing countries, as a means of 
interference and in order to impone their oun models and Governments on such 
countries, in flagrant violation of all the norms of international law. Those 
who, in one way or another, are the victims of such a policy cannot allow the 
Uuited Nation8 to become a tool of the hegemonic goals pursuer3 by that 
policy. In any case, it is incumbent upon the Organization to rsject such 
practice6 and to appeal to all Statss, firmly and unef;uivocally to abstain 
from financing or providing, firectly or indirectly, any other form of overt 
or covert support for political parties or groups or electoral candidates, arid 
from taking actions to undermine the electoral processes in any country. 

/... 
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1. With regard to paragraphs 9 an& 10 of resolution 45/150, entitled 
**Enhancing the effectiveness of the principle of periodic and geuuine 
elections", my Government believes that, while the United Nations has 
participated in some electoral processes in the recent past and while there 
may even be some experiences of this kind in the future, such participation is 
of an exceptional nature and no principle or established practice should be 
derived therefrom. What we are talking about are very specific circumstances 
in which United Nations involvement in the negotiated settlement of 
international conflicts - linked, in some cases, to the dacoloniaation 
process - and the conduct of electoral processes in the context of solutions 
negotiated by the parties to the conflict, have resulted in the Organisation's 
participation. Only in this way could such participation not be construed as 
incompatible with the Charter and other instruments of international law 
referred to above. 

8. To seek to convert the United Nations into a kind of organisation for 
monitoring, organising or verifying electoral processes in sovereign and 
independent countries is tantamount to denying the very concepts of 
self-determination and popular sovereignty. 

9. The factors which generally prevent many third world peoples from 
achieving the desired political stability and social harmony are not 
necessarily related to a lack of political institutions and appropriate 
electoral machinery, but rather to others such as underdevelopment, unfair 
terms of trade, external debt and the reverse transfer of capital which have 
thwarted the establishment of a new international econcaic order and which, 
combinea with the persistent interference of foreign Powers in their internal 
affairs, make it difficult for them to devise appropriate, effective responses 
to the tremendous political and social tensions thus engendered. 

10. In our view, therefore, there is no justification.uor any real need for 
the United Nations to establish specialised capacitiee over and above those 
which it already poesesees with regard to a possible role in the electoral 
processes of Uqmber States. On the contrary, Cuba believes that the ideas put 
forward on this subject in General Assembly resolution 45/150 are 
inappropriate and contrary to the Charter and to applicable international law. 

11. I am enclosing, a8 an annex, a document entitled "El sistema electoral 
cubano, determinacidn libre Be nuestro pueblo"*. Prepared by the National 
Assembly of People's Power, it concisely summarizes Cuba's experiences in 
conducting genuine, authentic and periodic electoral processes. 

L Available for consultation in the Secretariat. 

I.. . 
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CZBCUOSLOVAKIA 

[Original: English] 

[16 July 19911 

1. The Government of the Csech and Slovak Federal Depublic considers the 
full realiaatioa of the principle of periodic and genuine election5 as one of 
the moat efficient guarantees for a democratic and pluralistic society and 
respect for buman rights of all its individuals. The recent historical 
experfenco of the Caech and Slovak peoples , characterised by the 40 years of 
existence of the one-ruling-party political system, with its consequent 
nsgative impact on democracy 5nd human rights, has brought Czechoslovakia to 
this conclu5ion. 

2. The said historical experience has also proved that not only the equal 
opportunity provided for every citisen to participate.in election5 is 
important, but the possibility of every individual to empress his or her will 
freely without any interference is also an indispensable precondition for the 
realiastion of the right to t5ke part in the Government of his or her country, 
as set forth in article 21 of the Universal DeclaratLon of Human Rights, as 
well as in article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Bights. 

3. The Government of the Caech and Slovak Federal Depublic fully support8 
the United Nations activities in the electoral assistance provided at the 
request of Member States. These activities correspond to the fundamental 
purpose5 and principle5 of the United Nations Charter. especially tkoae 
governing friendly relations among nation5 and the principle of 
self-determination of peoples: Caechoslovakia itself has had a good 
enperience with tbe international electoral assistance provided by the Council 
of Europe, during last year's parliamentary as well as municipal elections. 
The Government highly estimates the election monitoring provided by the United 
Nations, for instance, in Haiti, or, in the framework of broader peace-keeping 
operations, in Nicaragua and Namibia. which significantly contributed to the 
succseeful outcome of respective election6 and safeguarded the free expression 
of the will of the people concerned. It alao observes with great hopes the 
similar United Nations activities in the current process of the settlement of 
such complex eituertions as thoSe in Western Sahara and probably also in 
Cambodia and Angola. 

4. Uaving considered operative paragraph 9 of General Assembly resolution 
45/150. the Government of othe Czech and-Slovak Federal Republic proposes the 
following ideas concerning the ways in which the-united Nations can respond to 
the request of Member States seeking to promote and strengthen their electoral 
institutions and procedures: 

(a) The electoral- aesistaace should always be based upon the principle 
of voluntaries. i.e., only at the request of the Member State holding the 
election; 
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(b) The electoral assistance should touch upon the whole electoral 
process in requesting States; 

(c) The United Nations shoul& create a register or special group of 
eminent experts in this field that would be provided with all the necessary 
facilities and powers in order to organise their activitee in requesting 
States8 

(d) The United Nations should work out the set of principles and 
conditions under which a United Nations electoral assistance mission would 
function, as well as the financial and material aspects of the relevant 
activities; 

(e) Member States should consider the ways for coordinating such 
activities with other intergovernmental and non-governmental organisations 
which are active in this field on the national, regional, as well as 
international plane. 

EcuADoE 

[Original: Spanish] 

[5 September 19911 

1. Electoral proceases are the internal affair of each State; they are an 
inalienable expression of its sovereignty and an exclusive manifestation of 
its internal authority and jurisdiction. This is an indisputable principle of 
the doctrine and practice of international law which must be respected and 
strengthened in all its aspects and in all circumstances. Any election is a 
formal political expression of democracy, reepondinq to the internal 
components of each society , end must be undertaken in complete freednm and 
independence, without external influences of any kind. 

2. Any outside participation in a country’6 electoral processes would be 
contrary to the very concept of democracy and both a violation of the 
universal principle of non-intervention and an attack on the sovereignty of 
each country. It is precisely the principle of the sovereign equality of all 
Members of the United Nations, enshrined in Article 2 (1) of the Charter of 
the United Nations, which guarantees the right of each State freely to choose 
its Government and its system of political organisation. 

3. For all the above reasons, Ecuador believes that the United Nations must 
comply faithfully with Article 2 (7) of the Charter in so far es electoral 
processes and the holding of elections, which are matters essentially within 
the domestic jurisdiction of States, are concerned. 

4. However, Ecuador believes that there are exceptional circumstances in 
vbich the United Nations could provide electoral assistance, and has in fact 
done so, without violating the above-mentioned principles. For it to do so, 
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certain essential condition8 must be mett firstly, such assistance may be 

grante8 only when a country expressly and unequivocally request8 itt secondly, 
such assistance must be restricted to the technical aspects of electoral 
operations, since there must be no interference in the political process 
m, which always falls within the exclusive competence and responsibility 
of the State. 

[Original: English] 

[9 October 19911 

1. There already exists within the Unite& Nations system an arrangement in 
pursuit of the overall Unite& Nations objective of promoting international 
peace an& security by which the international community responds on an a& hoc 
basis to request8 by Member States for aesist%nce, a8 they seek to promote and 
strengthen their electoral institution8 and procedures. Recent exsmples have 
been the successful supervision undertaken by the United Nations in Nicaregua, 
Haiti and El SalvaUor over the last year. 

2. The new Unite8 Nations role in electoral supervision w%a not envisaged by 
the architects of the Organisation sud therefore not provided for in the 
Charter of the United Nations. Accordingly, and conei&ering the sensitive 
nature of the exercise, it might be in the interest of preserving the 
integrity of the organisation to consiUer each invitation on its own merit. 
In that regard, maintaining the present practice of giving consideration to 
each request as it come8 remain8 the most desirable. It is our belief that 
any attempt at inetitutionalining the practice could lea8 to a process whereby 
the very sovereignty of States which remains the bedrock of the 
internationalization and democratic fixture of the United Nations will be 
under severe strain and consequent negation. 

3. Financing of such programm%s could be made through the creation of a 
voluntary fund for that 'purpose. 

4. As with all dealing8 between the United Nations an8 Member States, care 
must be taken to ensure that the modalities for the operation are covere8 in 
an agreement of uaderatsnding to be signed between the United Nations and the 
Government that requests such assistance. Such an agreement should spell out, 
in detail, the requirements of the country, the role of the United Nations and 
the duration of the United Nations presence to help preserve the integrity of 
both host country and the United Nations. 

5. Further in the assessment of invitation8 for electoral supervision, care 
must be taken by the Unite6 Nations to ensure that no foreign interference is 
allowed within the framework of its electoral assistance work. That the 
electoral system concerned and processes are in accord with the wishes, aims 
and aspiration of the people concerned, and is by no means an imposition from 
any vested external entities. 
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INDIA 

[Original: English] 

[15 July 19911 

India is of the view that the United Nations Secretary-General should 
first consult Member States to ascertain what possible role the Unite& Nations 
can play in assisting those Member States which desire such assistance in 
holding elections. It is also of the view that, at the first stage, the 
process of consultations shoulc4 be limited to Member States of the Unite& 
Nations. 

INDONESIA 

[Original: English] 

[19 July 19911 

1. General elections are a concrete manifestation of democracy through which 
the people exercise their right to freely choose their representatives. 

2. Indonesia recognises and respects each State's soverei@ right to hold 
periodic and genuine elections in their respective countries. 

3. No one pattern or system of general election exists that can be applied 
to all States. The electoral process is specific to each State's national 
situation an8 sociocultural coditions, as well as its historical background. 
All States should respect the electoral system or method used in each State in 
accordance with that State's national laws an8 legislation. No extraneous 
attempts should be made to interfere with or influence the results of the 
electoral process in any country. 

4. Indonesia could agree in principle with the provision of electoral advice 
assistance by the United Nations if it is requested by a Member State. 

ISBAEL 

[Original: English] 

[12 June 19911 

The Government of Israel views favourably the development of suitable 
approaches that will permit the United Nations to respond to the requests of 
Member States for electoral assistance. It supports the iaea of examining 
carefully the type of azistance the United Nations shoulcl.provide and the 
conditions under which it will be furnished, as well as considering tho 
mechanisms that could be used in providing assistance as effectively as 
possible. Such assistance should be provided only at the request of (Ihe 
Member State holding the election. 
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JAMAICA 

[Original: English] 

fe October 19911 

1. The Government of Jamaica is of the view that the United Nations could 
assist Member Ftates in enhancing the effectiveness of their electoral systems 
by helping them gain access to sources of new technology and obtaining 
equipment for improving the conduct of elections. The government also 
suggests that the United Nations could serve a8 a centre and reference point 
for providing information about new technological advancea in this field, 
which would facilitate the objective of holding fair elections. Further, it 
is also recommemded that tbe United Nations should serve as a source of 
well-needed financial aid to developing countries in the acquisition of 
appropriate equipment which aan be expensive. 

a. The Government is currently re-eramining Jamaiaa's electoral system with 
a view to introducing fundamental changes. Thie includes an examination of 
the technological and financial feasibility of introducing computerised 
registration and voting system on the basis of fingerprint identification 
technology. The government has inquired about the possibility of obtaining 
information about available technology in this field and financial aid in 
meeting the expenditure which would be involved in acquiring equipment when 
the GoJernment's current examination has been completed. It is felt that the 
Jamaican profit, if buacessful , could serve aa a model for electoral systems 
in other developing countries. 

JAPAN 

[Original: English] 

116 July 19911 

1. The United Nations has successfully provided electoral assietance to 
several States that requested it. Japan regards such assistance as essential 
in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms 
for all. 

2. It ie necessary to make a careful study of the organizational mechanism 
the United Nations uses in providing electoral assistance, and the terms and 
conditions under which electoral missions would be appropriate, in order to 
ensure the effectiveness of such assistance. 

3. United Nations electoral assistance should be provided only with the 
support of the people and Government of the country concel!hed. Interference 
in the internal affairs of a country is never permissible. 
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[Original: French] 

(13 July 19911 

1. The Twelve actively supported the drafting of General Assembly resolution 
451150 and present as follows the joint reply of the States members of the 
European Community. 

2. The Twelve endorse the right and the moral obligation of the 
international community to intervene for the protection and promotion of all 
human rights. They stress the prime importance of the right to vote and to be 
elected, at genuine periodic elections, for the full affirmation of human 
dignity and the realisation of the legitimate aspirations of all individuals. 

3. The Twelve reiterate their profound conviction that the protection of 
human rights and fundamental freedoms should not be construed by any person as 
interference in the internal affairs of a State. 

4. The Twelve attach great importance to the principle of free and periodic 
elections as the expression of the right of peoples to self-determination 
enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, as well as to article 21 of 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and also article 25 of the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Bights, which recognises the 
right of every citiaen to take part in the conduct of public affairs, to vote 
and to be elected, and to have access to public service in his country. 

5. Under the Charter, the United Nations intervenes in accordance with 
different procedures tailored to suit the particular situation. In certain 
situations, where regional peace and security are threatened, the Security 
Council intervenes, acting within its competence to organise elections for 
instance, as was the case in Nicaragua. In general terms, however, the 
Community and its member States consider Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter, on 
international economic and social cooperation, to be the basis for United 
Nations intervention. 

6. The principle of free and periodic elections is applied, for example, in 
activities to enhance the effectiveness of the principle of periodic and 
genuine elections, as well as in electoral assistance. 

I. The successes sccred in this area fn Namibia, Nicaragua and the Republic 
of Haiti will permit the further develcpment of this assistance. The positive 
lessons which can be drawn from these experiences will be useful in the 
preparation of future support in this area, particularly in countries which 
are embarking on the process of democratization. In this respect, the Tvelve 
are following with interest the operations of the United Nations Observer 
Mission in El Salvador (ONUSAL). 
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8. The holding of free elections is a decisive step towards the achievement 
of self-determination by the peoples concerned. The Twelve believe that the 
exercise of the right to self-determination is a continuous process, not an 
isolated event. Peoples should be free to choose their Governments and social 
systems, in accordance with the provision; of the International Covenants. 

9. Numerous countries in Africa and other regions of the world which are 
moving towards democracy are seeking electoral assistance from the United 
Natione. In response to such reguests for assistance, the Twelve have taken 
part in United Nations initiatives in this area in the past, for instance 
through the Centre for Human Rights at Geneva. They provide material support 
in the form of experts and financial contributions. They will continue to 
provide this support in the future to enable the United Nations to respond to 
the many requests for assistance. 

10. In accordance with its initial man&ate (General Assembly resolution 
926 (X) of 14 December 1955), the Centre for Human 2ights administers an 
extensive programme of assistance in the field of human righta. This 
technical assistance, provided ,in the form of an international interchange of 
experience through cooperation , represents one of the means of attaining the 
human rights objectives established by the Charter and the Universal 
Declaration. 

11. Designed with the aim of promoting human rights, United Nations advisory 
services are increasingly providing assistance of a general nature to 
Governments wishing to strengthen their national democratic infrastructures. 

12. The Twelve are keenly aware of the important role of regional, 
intergovernmental and non-governmental organisations in the provision of 
electoral assistance. They would like to draw attention here to the 
initiatives taken by the States participating in the Conference on Security 
and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) at the Paris Summit held in November 1990, 
which included the establishment of a CSCE electoral aesistance centre at 
Warsaw. Other agencies within the United Nations system could also contribute 
to the efforts of the Centre for Human Eights, for instance through United 
Nations resident representatives. 

13. The Twelve believe that the task of electoral assistance merits not only 
increased support from all Member States, but also the strengthening of these 
activities by the Secretary-General, in order that the many requests addressed 
to the different United Nations organs may be more effectively answered. 

14. The Twelve continue to reject the ideas set forth in General Assembly 
resolution 451151. Its authors arbitrarily select principles from the Charter 
as justification for denying exercise of the right to free and democratic 
elections. The Twelve call on the Secretary-General to prepare separate 
reports on the two resolutions. 

15. A clear and straightforward political mandate should be established on a 
case-by-case basis, t:, permit the participation of the United Nations in all 
stages of the electoral process. 
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16. Activities to enhance the effectiveness of the principle of periodic and 
genuine elections, particularly through electoral assistance, will have to 
form part of a general United Nations strategy. These activities can be 
undertaken only with the agreement of the State concerned and with the 
approval of the competent organ of the United Nations. 

17. The Twelve wish to reiterate their adherence to the principle Of 
electoral assistance, which embodies not only the letter, but also the spirit 
of our universal commitment in this area. 

16. They believe, furthermore, that it is incumbent upon the 
Secretary-General, with the assistance of Member States, to concentrate the 
necessary existing resources, including personnel within the Secretariat. 
They emphasioe the importance of allocating the necessary funds to the 
Director of the Centre for Human Rights, so that the Centre can contribute 
more effectively to electoral assistance operations and play a leading role in 
this area. 

MhLTA 

[Original: English] 

[Ii July 19911 

1. The Government of Malta, as one of the co-sponsors of General Assembly 
resolution 451150, has been active in encouraging the United Nations 
Organisation to strengthen its capacity to enable it to carry out an effective 
role in enhancing the process of periodic and genuine elections. 

2. The Government of Malta considers that the'democratic values of a country 
are significantly manifested through periodic ;md fair elections with 
universal suffrage in which all political parties participate freely through 
secret ballots. The Government of Malta subscribes to the right and moral 
obligation of the international community to promote the protection and 
enhancement of fundamental human rights and emphasizee the primary importance 
of the right to vote and to be elected in the course of genuine and periodic 
elections as basic to human dignity and the fulfilment of legitimate 
aspirations of all individuals. 

3. Since its independence in 1964, Malta has continued to consolidate in an 
elected Parliament the processes of voter participation in successive 
elections under provisions that form an integral part of the Constitution of 
Malta. A new electoral law is currently being debated in the House of 
Representatives designed to respond to the cent emporary needs of the country. 

4. The role of the United Nations in the enhancement of periodic and genuine 
elections is to be encouraged and recommended. As the guarantor of world 
peace and security, the contribution of L.he United Nations in this field wculd 
complement other efforts being made to encourage participation in the 
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demoaretia proaeee world wide. The tame end aonditione under whiah United 
Nations aeeietenae would be appropriate, the peteonnel and mat8rial as well se 
the financial aspects required for the monitoring of elections, ~oseibly by a 
team of Unite& Nations eaperte, should receive detailed study. 

5. The Vram8work for future efforts" annexed to resolution 1989151 adopted 
by the Commission on Humen Rights on 7 March 1989, provides a valuable input 
and could eerv* as a basis for the elaboration of norms in enhancing adherence 
to the Qrinaiple of periodic and genuine elections. 

6. Leesoae learned from recent elections in Namibia, NSicarague end the 
Republic of Uaiti have been positive. Oa the basis of this experience, the 
United Nations should be encouraged to QlSy a more meaningful role in 
enhancing the effectiveness of the principle of periodic and genuine 
elections, including the development of United Nations electoral assistance 
progremme. In this regard, the Government of Malta euQQorts the view that, 
should such assistance involve election monitoring, it should aover the entire 
electoral process, in order to secure conditions of fairness and 
impartiality. Also, where the introduction of a United Nations presence in 
the electoral process of a State at a critical point in its political life is 
sought by a State, it is necessary that there is broad support in the State 
concerned for the United Nations assuming such a role. 

7. It is irleo important that ways should ba found to harmonise and 
coordinate the efforts of the United Nations with those of other 
intergovernmental and non-governmental organiaatione that are already active 
in promoting democratic values through periodic and fair elections. The 
Government of Malta recognia?e the important role of regional, 
intergovernmental as well as non-governmental organieations in formulating and 
implementing electoral assistance progremmee. In this regard, it is necessary 
to establish in each case a clear political mandate that will allow coherent 
and effective responses to situations affecting the enhancement of Qeriodic 
and genuine elections. 

MAURITIUS 

[Original: English] 

[22 bfey 19911 

1. Periodic and genuine elections are necessary in every democratic State. 
but the electoral laws, procedures and processes of a State depend almost 
entirely on its political system. 

2. It is also patent that the electoral systems of even democratic States 
differ radically or slightly from one another, but what should be clear is 
that no particular State should emphatically conclude t&it its system is a 
better ona when compared to that of another State, ae any attempt at such 
comparison should legitimately be linked with such vital issues as tradition, 
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society, religion and above all the economic and political conditions of that 
State. 

3. The life of a Parliament depends on the political and electoral system of 
the country. It differs from country to country: it may be three or five 
years, but it is essential that elections are held periodically and based 
desirably on a broad franchise and on freedom of all political parties to 
participate to ensure a democratic form of government end to avoid, as much as 
possible, arbitrariness or despotism. Elections should be free and fair. 
They should express the wish and the free will of the electorate. 

4. It is impossible to have one common language for the whole human race) it 
is therefore not irrational to conclude that it is humanly difficult - if not 
impossible - to have only one electoral system suitable to every country of 
the world. There should be some sort of tolerance provided human needs and 
values are recognised and respected. A State shorld not be hampered from the 
outside, that is. from other powers; its deaisions should be sove*:eign and any 
attempt to clogging its domestic policy may be viewed as an arrogant move 
towards dictatorship. 

5. The electoral law of Mauritius is found in the Constitution of the 
country, the Representation of the People Act, the regulations relating to the 
general elections, municipal elections and village council elections and the 
various ordinances and government notices amending them. 

6. The Government of Mauritius has in the paet placed at the disposal of the 
international community the services of its Electoral Conmissioner for various 
assignments such ast observing elections in Romania and reviewing the 
Electoral Laws and Procedures of Senegal at the request of the National 
Democratic Institute for International Affairs in Washington; writing the 
draft electoral law for the referendum in the Western Sahara at the request of 
the United Nationst and observing the recent parliamentary elections in 
Bangladesh at the request of the Commonwealth Secretariat. 

I. The Government of Mauritius will be pleased to make further 
contributions, if ruqueoted by the international community, to the promotion 
and strengthening of electoral institutions and procedures among Member States. 

MEXICO 

[Original: Spanish] 

120 June 19911 

1. On this subject, the Government of Mexico considers that the world-wide 
process of democratisation will be strengthened if the agreed standards for 
human rights and fundamental freedoms become truly universal. To that end, it 
is vital for all States to adhere fully to the International Covenants on 
Human Rights, in which the right of peoples to self-determination and their 
freedom to determine their ouu political status are emphasized. 

I... 
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2. How and when States ohoose to organise, hold and assess electoral 
procesaea i6 a Platter falling exulusivelp within their domestic jurisdiction. 
United Nationa technical assistanoe with such proaearen must be understood in 
that context. Assistance must only be given at the eupress request of 
Governwnt 6. 

3. A distinction should be drawn between. teahnlaal assistance provided to 
Governments in electoral processes aa a result of a peace agreement, as was 
the case in Namibia, and assistance given to support a domestic electoral 
process. The latter hind of assistance would be given only at the request of 
the State concerned. 

4. The teahnical assistance in electoral matters that the United Nations 
gives to Member States must always adhere to the basic principles laid down in 
Article 2 (7) of the Charter, which states that the United Nations shall not 
intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of 
States and that Members shall not be required to submit' such matters to 
settlement under the Charter. 

5. The Government of Mexico also considers that one of the great advances in 
the world today is the spread of democratic forms of government. That procees 
has taken place in several parts of the world, where different but genuinely 
democratic political systems have beea‘evolving. The Government of Mexico. 
deem8 it vital that the rfght'of each nation to choose its own political 
systems on the basis of its ovn national character and history, be respected. 

6. The participation of the international cf+ruimnity can help create external 
conditions that are propitious to democracy: Accordingly, the international 
communfty's responsibility is to foster conditions that will encourage the 
economic development of States. United Nations involvement must be aimed at 
the adoption of practical measures to combat the poverty that is afflicting 
the great majority of developing countries. 

NBPAL 

[Oriqinalt English] 

[3 July 19911 

Being a party to General Assembly resolution 451150 of 16 December 1990 
and also a signatory to the Utiiversal Declaration of liuman Rights and to the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, His Majesty's Government 
of Nepal is haPpy to inform that the general elections held recently in Nepal 
for members of the Douss of Representatives were free, fair and orderly. 
Several nationai and internationaL observers also witnessed the elections at 
various poll centres throughout the, Kingdom. The successful completion of the 
general elections, with more than 60 per cent of voter turn-out, further 
confirms Nepal's cosrnitment to the principles and objectives contained 
therein. His Majesty's Government is determined to honour and implement fully 
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the democratic values and fundamental human rights in its national and 
international policies. His Majesty's Government wishes to take thfs 
opportunity to assure the United LJatlons of its full cooperation in 
translating therre principles into reality. 

NICARAGUA 

[Original: Spanish] 

[7 October 19911 

1. Nicaragua benefited from the presence of United Nations observers during 
its electoral process and believes that this was a landmark event On its 
difficult but irreversible course towards preserving and strengthening 
democracy and promoting all-round development. 

2. Nicaragua believes that United Nations involvement in the provision of 
technical support to electoral processes must be in strict response to a 
request made by a State in full exercise of its sovereignty and independence. 
Furthemore, such requests for electoral cooperation must be evaluated on a 
case-by-case basis, on their own merits and in the light of the situation 
prevailing in the country in question , using whatever mechanisms and 
procedures are applicable in each case and complying fully with the provisions 
of the Charter of the United Nations. The preparation and holding of 
electoral processes falls within the exclusive domestic jurisdiction of States. 

3. It would be advisable to strengthen the institutional capacity of the 
United Nations to organise and send observer missions to countries which. 
acting in exercise of their sovereignty and of their right to 
self-determination, request uuch assistance. 

4. It would also be advisable for the request for observation of an 
electoral process to cover, to the extent possible, ail stages of that process. 

5. Experience has shown that electoral observation can prove to be an 
instrument that helps build confidence in democratic processes and national 
reconciliation processes. Countries experiencing situations of internal 
crisis, characterised by extreme polarisation and confrontation, may find in 
electoral observation a highly effective mechanism for promoting collective 
security, confidence and peace. Requests from States confronting domestic 
situations of this kind must therefore be given priority or special 
consideration. 

6. Observation of electoral pr,ceases must not be conceived as the 
evaluation of such processes. Observation must be an active process capable 
of yielding practical recommen4ations for solving specific problems. 
Electoral observation must be a factor that encourages voters to participate 
more widely in elections and stimulates their faith and belief in democracy. 
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7. Observers should also con&at a follow-up of the electoral process in the 
days immediately following the election and should have the capacity to make a 
Uquick aount*. 

6. Observation in the field must be the subject of regular public reports. 

9. The requesting State must be able to offer a legal frzmework which 
safeguards the privileges and immunities of the group of observers. 

NORWAY 

[Original8 English] 

[14 June 1991J 

1. Norway voted in favour of General Assembly resolution 451150 and would 
like to azpress its firm support of the provisions of the said resolution. As 
regards paragraph 10 and suitable approaches that will permit the United 
Nations Organization to respond to the requests of Member States for electoral 
assistance, the preliminary views of the Norwegian Government may be stated as 
follows. 

2. Electoral assistance from the United Nations to a Uamber State at the 
State% own request cannot in any way be regarded as an interference in the 
internal affairs of that Wamber State in the sense of Article 2, paragraph 7, 
of the Charter of the United Nations. Whereas electoral assistance ahoul& 
only be possible at a Member State's request. there should also be adequate 
provisions for the Organisation to respond in a satisfactory manner to such a 
request once it has been put forward. The Wnitad Nations shoul& be enzblad to 
contribute substantially and constructively to enhancing the positive global 
trend towards multi-party democracy by facilitating the holding of free and 
fair elections. 

3. The United Nations has increasingly bean requested by Member States to 
azsiat in designing and monitoring electoral processes. The Organization's 
contributions in this respect, for example, advisory services from the Caatra 
for Human Bights and the operations in Namibia, Nicaragua an8 Haiti, have been 
successful and constitute valuable experiences for tbe development of a more 
systematic United Nations capacity to respond to Member States’ needs for 
electoral assistance in a batter orgenizad and more efficient manner. 

4. In the tlavalopmant of a strengthened capacity for the United Nations in 
the field of electoral services, several organizational and financial aspects 
need to be conoiderat¶. The Secretary-General should appoint a special 
representative, for example, the Director of the Centre for Human Rightb. an& 
entrust him with the task of preparing, possibly together with an open-ended 
working group of experts provided by interested Governments, a report to the 
General A88ambly at its forty-seventh SeMiOn, for the purpose of proposing 
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organisational and financial models for the Organisation's electoral 
assistance. This cask should preferably be accomplished within existing 
reaource8. 

5. Among the aspects which should be considered in the report are the 
following: 

(a) Independently of the organisational model chosen, certain terms and 
conditions as to relevant political and security factors should be met before 
the United Nations responds favourably to a request from a Member State for 
electoral assistance on a large scale. Terms and conditions should, 

. 
inter apply to tbe State's obligation to arrive at mutually acceptable 
arrangeme& with the United Nations , for example, as to duration and extent 
of tbe United Nations involvement and the State's own contribution to the 
financing of the operation, as well as the acceptance of the United Nations 
involvement b*r as wide a segment of the State's political forces a8 possible. 
In every case, a clear political mandate for the United Nations participation 
during all phases of the electoral process, from registration through counting 
of the ballots, must be established and approved by the competent organ of the 
United Nations; 

(b) The organieational model chosen should not imply the creation of 
much new bureaucracy. The idea that the Secretary-General should appoint a 
special coordinator to be assisted by an electoral commission of distinguished 
experts deserves to be further explored. A main consideration should be to 
make the best possible use of existing international expertise in the aroa of 
elections, and not to build up a new group of experts witbin the United 

Nations Secretariat. Emphasis should be put on the coordination of United 
Nations efforts with those of other intergovernmental and non-governmental 
organizations which provide electoral assistance on a world-wide or regional 
level; 

(c) Interested Governments should identify focal points for United 
Nations electoral assistance issues, for example, in their ministries of 

foreign affairs. 

6. As regards methods of financing United Nations missions of electoral 
assistance, various combinations of allotment from the regular budget and 
voluntary contributions from States involved - including the "recipient" one - 
and from regional organisations could be envisaged, Special efforts should 
also be made to encourage participation by experts from the least developed 
countries in the working group (para. 3 above) and in an electoral commission 
which may be set up, as well as to enable election observers from least 
developed countries to take part in electoral assistance operations. To this 
end the establishment of a "democracy fund" to be financed by voluntary 
contributions would merit consideration. 

7. The "Frrunework for future efforts" annexed to resolution 1989151 of the 
Commission on Human Rights provides applicable guidelines for the substantial 
content of the United Nations advice concerning electoral matters. 
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PANAMA 

[Original: Spanish] 

113 June 19911 

Following consultations with the institutions concerned, it was decided 
to welcome with satisfaction the content of the resolutions in question, based 
on the national government's attachment to respect for the principle of equal 
rights aild self-determination of peoples and respect for the human rights an8 
fundamental freedoms of all persons. 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

[Original: English] 

[3 May 19911 

The above-stated information has been duly noted and conveyed to the 
relevant authorities in Papua New Guinea for their appropriate consideration. 

PERU 

[Original: Spanish] 

[12 August 19911 

1. It should be borne in mind that any action taken by the United Nations 
with regard to the hol&ing of periodic and genuine elections must recognise 
and accept the existence of diverse cultures and political systems and diverse 
cultural characteristics and heritages, and must therefore be without 
prejudice to each people's sovereign right to choose its own system of 
government. On the other hand, the promotion of democracy also depen&s on an 
external environment that is conducive to economic development and social 
justice. 

2. Similarly, the United Nations involvement in the holding of periodic and 
genuine elections should be governed by the same criteria as were applied to 
its participation in the supervision and observation of electoral processes in 
Nicaragua, Haiti and Namibia. Thus, it is useful to recall that such 
participation occurred in response to a request from the Government concerned 
and/or in tbe context of peace processes aimed at safeguarding international 
peace ana security. 

3. That being so, the Government of Peru reaffirms its conviction that the 
countries of a given region, which share a similar history, culture and level 
of development, are better placed to aeuise approaches that are in keeping 
with the particular characteristics of that region. 
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4. As regards the inter-llmerican region, therefore, Peru considers the 
Organisation of American States (OAS) to be the principal forum for au 
exhaustive study of the scope of the promotion of periodic and genuine 
elections, not only because OAS. unlike the United Nations, enshrines the 
principle of representative democracy in its Charter, but also because, 
bringing together as it does States that share similar political, economic and 
social conditions, it is able to carry out realistic and flexible analyses and 
action, the most recent instance being the process of peace and 
democratisation in Central America. 

5. It should also be recalled that the Organization of American Statas ha8 
already taken significant action in this regard, including the conceptual 
framework of the Asunci6n Declaration of 6 June 1990, and particularly 
paragraphs 2, 3 and 5 thereof, and the adoption of measures such as the 
establishment of the Centre for the Promotion of Democracy and the draft 
programme of work for that Centre. 

6. The experience gained by the United Nations and OAS in the recent 
electoral processes in Nicaragua and Uaiti could form the basis of a new era 
of cooperation between the two Organizations in matters relating to periodic 
and genuine elections and so lead to similar cooperation between the United 
Nations and other regional bodies. 

7. Consequently, the Government of Peru deems such regional approaches to be 
the mOst appropriate way to help achieve the goals of the Organization with 
respect to electoral processes. 

8. These coznnente by the Government of Peru reflect its democratic 
convictions and are in accord with the efforts it is making, in the face of 
adverse conditions, to pursue the establishment of its own mechanisms for 
consolidating its representative democracy. 

PHILIPPINES 

[Original; English] 

[12 July 19911 

Suitable approaches that will permit the Organization to rezpond to 
requests of Member States for electoral assistance will depend mainly upon the 
nature of the request (for example , will the United Nations itself conduct the 
election or will it merely play a aupervisory or even advisory role), taking 
into account previous United Nations experience in the field (Namibia, 
Nicaragua, Haiti). 
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POLUTD 

[Original: Bngliah] 

I23 July 19911 

1. Poland attacher, a great importance to enhancing the effectivaneaa of the 
prinoiple of periodlo and genuine elections in aaaordanae with general 
Assembly resolution 461150 of 18 Decamher 1990, co-uponbored by Poland, and 
regards it as aruaial for democracy. Our involvement in the eatabliahment of 
the Offiae for Free Elections in Warsaw as provided for in the Charter of 
Paris for a pew Europe of tha Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe, is an espreaaion of our support for the principles set out in this 
resolution. The Offiae inaugurated its activities on 22 April. Its functions 
are, fnter, to facilitate contacts and the exchange of information on 
elections within partiaipating States, to organise seminars or other meetinga 
related to election procedures and to coordinate the activities of 
international observers of elwtiona. 

2. Poland considers free elections. which now become feasible, as a main 
8emocratic institution. We favour the promotion and dissemination of 
eaperiencea gained in this field which would enhance the bemocratic process in 
the world and help to avoid social and political disturbances which often 
seriously threaten the stability end peace in a particular region or even on a 
continent. Having this in mind, we propose to enlarge in future the acope of 
problems to be dealt with by the Office for Free Electiona also on supporting 
other democratic institutions. 

3. Poland is of the opinion that it is within the competence of the United 
Nations Organisation to provide its aaaietance for the organisation rf free 
elections to those Wamher States which have so requested. To this end ue 
propose: 

(a) The adoption by the United Nations General Aaaembry of a resolution 
authorising the Secretary-general to provide technical assistance to those 
Wember States which have requested it. Such an assistance could inclu8er 

(i) The use of the infrastructure of the Seneva Centre for Human Rights 
for the organisation of seminars, coderencea or other meetings 
related to election procedures and legislation; 

(ii) The appointment of consultative miaeiona on election processes at 
the expense of the requesting States; 

(b) The nomination of a high-leve;! coordinntor within the structurea of 
the United Hations Secretariat. The coets of such an office would be covered 
by voluntary cantributions of the Member States, by trust funds end out of the 
non-governmental organizations funds; 
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(c) The establishment of clo8e aooperation between the United Nation8 
Secretariat (the Coordinator for Free Election8) and the existing Office for 
Free Election8 in Warsaw, a8 well a8 with other rimilar offiaes that might be 
established in the future in different regione, in order to conduct a 
permanent exchange of information on eleatione between the Member State8t 

(d) The submission by the United Nation8 Secretary-General of biannual 
reports on the implementation of the General Assembly roaolution conaerning 
the technical aseistanoe extended to Ksmber State8 regarding the orgauiaation 
of free elections. 

[Original: English] 

[6 July 19911 

1. In recent years, a growing number of Member States of the United Nations 
have sought assietance in the organisation of elections. This represent8 a 
promising innovation in the activitier of tbe United Nations, but also entails 
complex challenges. It is important both to establish broadly agreed 
guidelines by the international community for this new field-of activity. to 
define a proper role for the Organisation, and to ensure that it has the 
capacity to fulfil such a role. 

2. The Swedish Government welcome8 the suggestions on criteria for United 
Nation8 electoral assistance contained in the 1990 report of the 
Secretary-General on the work of the Organioation. United Nations electoral 
assistance should in priuciple cover the entire electoral process iu order to 
secure conditions of fairness and impartiality. The Government concerned 
should request assistance which must be approved by the competent organ of the 
United Nations. There must be public support in the State concerned for the 
United Nation8 assuming such a role. 

3. The Swedish Government is however alsc aware of the fact that situations 
might arise where electoral assistance will be requested in spite of the fact 
that all the above-mentioned criteria cannot be met. The requert for 
electoral aasist8nce could for example be limited to certain aspects of 
electoral procedure. The United Nation8 could be requested to contribute to 
the elaboration of laws regulating the election8 or provide assistance in 
upholding respect for human rights during the election procees. Electoral 
assistance might be also given in these circum8tances. although each request 
must be carefully examined. 

4. In this connection, tho Swedish Government w.'shes to draw attention to 
the Stockholm Initiative on Global Gecurity and Governance which, in its 
recent report proposes the strengthening of independent international 
institutions that offer to monitor countries' observaace of democratic rules 
and principles, in particular at the time of elections, respecting the 
constitutional order of each country. 
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5. The organisations1 aspects of developing a United Nations capacity to 
respond a&quately to Member States' requests for electoral assistance 
obviously require careful consideration. Several departments in the 
Secretariat aould play useful role8 in this regard, for erauple the Office of 
the Under-Secretary-general for Special Political Affairs and the Centre for 
Human Rights. 

6. The latter would Possibly be most suitable if the request for electoral 
assistance is limited to various forms of technical assistance. Such 
assistanoe could be regarded as a natural component of the Programs of 
Abviaory Servicea and Technical Assistance offered by the Centre. 

[Original: English] 

[16 July 19911 

The government agencies concerned are atill in the process of considering 
the provieions of the said resolutions aa& the observations of the Royal-Thai 
Government will be communicated to the Secretary-General in due course. 

TURKSY 

[Original: French] 

119 June 19911 

1. As a n8u international climate is coming into existence an8 tensions are 
easing, Turkey hopes to see the United Hations play a more active role in the 
field of human rights. Promoting respect for human rights is not merely a 
matter of genuine concern for the international cormunity, but also one of the 
principal aims of the Organination. 

2. Experience, sometimes painful, has shown that the peace, security an19 
stability of the international community, like those of national communities, 
are increasingly based on respect for human rights, and human rights issues 
are playing a growing role in political and social relations among nations. 

3. Turkey is happy to note that respect for human rights and fundamental 
freedoms has now become a decisive attribute and an essential parameter of 

modern Stances. Countries which fail to respect human rights can no longer 
evade their responsibility and escape the condemnation of the international 
conulunity. 

4. Pluralist democracy, the rule of law aa free, periodic ana genuine 
elections are essential to respect for human rights. At the same time, they 

provide the best guarantees of such respect and are inseparably linked. This 
interdependence is hacominq increasingly widely recoqnizod. 
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5. Turkey had ika first electoral experienae in 1876 and free, periodic and 
genuine elections , with all the legal guarantees, date from 1950. Ever since 
then, the political will of the Turkish nation has been expressed through 
elections. 

6. On the basis of its own experience and in view of the requests for 
electoral assistance riddressed by Member States to the United Nations, Turkey 
was a sponsor of General Assembly resolution 45/150 entitled "Enhancing the 
effectiveness of the principle of periodic and genuine elections", adopted on 
18 December 1990. 

7. The very first internal election monitoring exercise authorised by the 
United Nations and conducted by it in the territory of a Member State, took 
place in Nicaragua, thanks to the United Nations Observer Mission to verify 
the electoral process in Nicaragua (ONUVSN). 

8. The succeaa of this operation for overseeing the trenafer of power 
encouraged certain other Member States in making the tranaftion to demoaracy, 
and other requests for electoral assistance from the Organisation followed. 
Another remarkable success has just been scored in klaiti, an& the Organisation 
has also participated, in one way or another, in the conduct of other 
elections. 

9. With regard to the resources needed by the Organfaation for it to respond 
to requests for electoral assistance from Member States, Turkey would like to 
submit the following observationsa 

(a) As the resolution correctly notes, any electoral assistance that the 
Organisation may provide to Member States should be given at their request and 
in the context of full respect for their aovereigntyt 

(b) The nature of the electoral assistance provided should respond to 
the needs formulated by Member States; 

(c) In the light of the precise needs specified by Member States, this 
assistance could take a whole range of forma, such as: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(5-V) 

(VI 

The organisation of workshops, seminars and lectures on the conduct 
of periodic and genuine elections, for the authorities of the State 
in questiont 

Technical aaaistance and advisory services relating to the different 
atages of the electoral proceasr 

Legal assistance in establishing the electoral system and drafting 
electoral laws; 

Observation of the conduct of the elections: 

Verification of elections; 
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(vi) Observation of the entire eleotoral proaesst 

(vii) Orgamiration of the entire eleotorsl process; 

(viii) Cooperation aud aoordination with regional orgauiaations and other 
obrerver missiona~ 

(ix) Preparation of a list of interaational experts whose services could 
ba of benefit to b&u&et Statem 

(x) Preparation of a United patioas maausl on the electoral process~ 

(d) At the present stage, it would not be appropriate to suggest a 
specific struature within tba United Uations system for dealing with the 
organioation of electoral aseistaaae. A structure of this kind could be 
considered only in tba light of ergerience. As for the financial aspects, in 
view of the oonstant shortage of resources, it would be preferable to consider 
setting up a voluntary fund for this purpose. 

[Original: English) 

[3 September 19911 

1. In our view, the establirbment of a Commission is unnecessary. If there 
is dissatisfaction with the manner in which the United Pations functions in 
tbe field, the existing mechanisms should be strengthened. 

2. We trust that the existing United Wationa organ for monitoring the 
elections of b&a&et States, at their request, has been satisfactory. It 
worked in Pamibis an6 Haiti and can still function affectively whenever it is 
called upon by Weeabet Statea. Unless we are given statistics to prove tbe 
contrary, we doubt that tbe number of requests for electoral assistance 
warrants tba sstahlisbmant of a new body, tb8t ia an electoral commission, 
especially in tbe light of the fact that monitoring elections is not a 
mandatory role of tbe United Pations but rather an optional function carried 
out at the request of Uamber States. 

3. The creation of an electoral commission would result in duplication of 
the work of the eriuting organ and would overstretch the already meagre 
resourcea of the United Pations. It would therefore be more cost-effective to 
strengthen the existing organ. 

4. The eatabliabment of an electoral commission funded from extrabudgetary 
resources would not be in the best of interest of countries with an electoral 
system different from that of the Weest. As the saying goes, "he who pays the 
piper calls the tune", and such a commission would run the risk of u.ndergoinq 
undue influence and interference from its major flonors. In the long run, the 
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Commission could be used by major donors to dictate term6 and impose their 
will upon veaker States. 

5. Notvithetanding all the above, if a Connnission is established, its 
mandato must be clearly spelt out. There should be sufficient safeguards to 
ensure that it is independent and impartial an& that it does not only take one 
type of electoral system into account. 

6. It muot operate only at the request of Member States and its role should 
not be mandatory. It should be composed of eminent persons elected or 
nominated on the basis of equitable geographical distribution and not simply 
of Wminent persOnsO*, to ensure that it is not dominated by regions that have 
more "eminentg8 persons than others. 

[Original: Spanish1 

124 May 19911 

1. The Government of the Eastern Republic of Uruguay concurs fully that the 
renewal of public authorities through the holding of periodic and genuine 
elections is a fundamental pillar of democratic systems. Suffrage is, above 
all, the exercise of a political human right which, as declared by 
international human rights instruments , ensures equal participation in public 
affairo by electors and candidates alike. 

2. In this context, and subject to strict respect for the principle of 
non-interference in the internal affairs of other States, Uruguay considers 
that the United Nations, in providing electoral assistance to States that 
requeat it, is carrying out a function that promises to be one of the most 
viable mechanisms for achieving the objectives set forth in the United Nations 
Charter. 

3. In keeping with the above, it should be said that the Eastern Republic of 
Uruguay has cooperated in electoral observation missions carried out under the 
supervision of the Uuited Nations and the Organisation of American States. 

4. In reply to paragraph 10 of General Assembly resolutions 451150 and 
45/151, Uruguay is strongly in favour of the creation of a group of experts to 
analyse the question of electoral promotion under international supervision, 
while working to strengthen existing national electoral infrastructures 
through technical training. 

/... 
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UNITED STATES OP AMSBICA 

[Original: English] 

[l July lSOl] 

1. The United States of America fully supports General Assembly resolution 
45/159 and encourages the development of United Nations electoral assistance 
at the request of Member States. In providing such services, the United 
Nations fulfils its mandate as proclaimed in the Charter. 

The role of the Knited Natipgp in electoral 
2. The United Nations has recently provided with greater frequency - and 
with great ~ucceaa - a rather wide variety of electoral assistance to 
Governments that requested it. In each case, the United Nations effort has 
been put together rapidly, on an improvised basis. It makes sense to examine 
carefully what kind of assistance the United Nations should provide and under 
what conditions. It also makes sense to consider what United Nations 
mechanisms could be used to provide assistance as effectively. quickly and 
inexpensively as possible. 

3. The Charter provides firm legal bases for United Nations electoral 
assistance at the request of Member States. Article 1 outlines the purposes 
of the Orqaniaation, including the maintenance of international peace and 
security. friendly relations among nations baaed on respect for equal rights 
and self-determination of peoples , other appropriate measures to strengthen 
universal peace and international cooperation in promoting and encouraging 
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction 
as to race, sex, lanquaqe. or religion. United Nations electoral assistance 
at the request of a Member State can further these purposes. 

4. Article 13 of the Charter sets out two relevant aspects of the General 
Assembly's man/later (a) "promoting international cooperation in the political 
field", and (b) "assisting in the realiaation of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms for al.1 without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion". 

5. Further, Article 55 of the Charter provides that the United Nations and 
its Member States shall promote universal respect for, and observance of, 
human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, 
sex, language, or religion. United Nations electoral assistance, by promoting 
respect for the right of a citizen to participate in the Government of his or 
her country, fulfils the intent of the Charter in this regard, as well as the 
intent of Article 21 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 
Article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

6. Throughout the last several decades, the United Nations has monitored and 
carried out plebiscites and elections in trust and Non-Self-Governing 
Territories. 'In recent years, the United Nations has monitored elections as 

I... 
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part of larger efforts associated with the peaceful resolution of disputes. 
In Haiti, the United Nations responded to a request from a Member State to 
provide electoral assistance in a situation which posed a potential threat to 
international peace and security. 

7. Article 39 of the Charter provides that the Security Council shall decide 
what measures shall be taken to maintain international peace and security. It 
is therefore appropriate that the Council consider authorising united Nations 
electoral assistance in situations where a properly conducted election is 
likely to defuse international tensions, as it did in Nicaragua. 

8. ChaRtars XI, XII and XIII of the Charter authorise the United Nations to 

oversee the administration by Member States of trust and Non-Self-Governing 
Territories. Many of the territories that had existed in 1945 have achieved 
self-determination, primarily through plebiscites and other elections 
conducted or monitored by visiting missions of the United Nations. 

9. The United Nations has undertaken all of these activities at the request 
of countries and territories concerned. None of these activities can be 
viewed as conflicting with the provisions of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the 
Charter, which prevents the Organisation from intervening in matters which are 
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any State. 

10. The international community's commonly accepted views on the nature of 
the electoral process are contained in the *‘Framework for future efforts" 
annexed to resolution 1989/51 of the United Nations Commission on Human 
Rights, which was adopted without a vote on 7 March 1989. In effect, the 
Framework provides general criteria for elections as a basis for the authority 
of government. . 

ina to reauests for United ~ 
fdectoral aasiatance 

11. As the United Nations is called upon to support electoral processes, it 
must have criteria to determine when it should and should not provide 
assistance. The United States believes that the following criteria are 
appropriate: 

(a) Request of the Member State concerned. United Nations electoral 
assistance, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 451150 and 
Article 2 of the Charter, must be at the request of the recipient Member 
State, in full respect for national sovereignty and the principle of 
non-interference in internal affairs, and must be supported by a broad 
spectrum of opinion within the requesting country; 

(b) Full, unhindered electoral coverage. In cases in which p. Piember 
State asks the United Nations to assess the free and fair nature of an 
election, the Organization's observers must be able to cover the electoral 
process without hindrance, throughout the country and from beginning to end: 

/... 
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(a) Coordiaation with regional organisations. In keeping with the role 
of tha United HatiOnS to COOp0rate With regional organis8tiooS, the United 
Uatioas should coordinate its aativitiee, where appropriate, with regional 
orgauiaations, seeking to avoid duplication. The United Nations should focus 
primarily on providing aasiatance when regional organisations are unable to 
msat the needi 

(d) AuthOrioation by the appropriate United Nations body. The General 
Aoeembly rhould adopt a resolution granting tbe Secretary-General authority to 
respond to requests for technical aseistauce and observation of elections in 
esarcise of ita maudataa to promote interaational cooperation in the political 
field und aesiet in the realisation of &unum rigbte and fuadeuental freedoms. 
The Secretary-General should report annually to the General Assembly on the 
implauentation of the resolution. In cases of threats to international peace 
and security. the Seaurity Council would approve each mission. 

12. The content of a United blations electoral mission must be practical, 
thorough, respectful of the unique electoral laws and prccedures of each host 
aountry, sensitive to current political conditions, and non-partisan. In 
tecogoition of the fact that United Nations electoral missions are likely to 
tabe place where aoatroversy surrounds the electoral process, each mission 
mu& be specifically adapted to the circmeCanceur so as to meet the needs of 
the buber State. It mu8t be understood. aevertheleae, that the presence of 
observers vi11 not in itself guarantee a genuine aad honest election. 

13. United lRations electoral assistance could include any or all of the 
following types of assistance , according to the wishes of the host country 
that put forward the requests 

(a) Technical assistance. This would be analysis and advice provided to 
government officials on how to improve specific aspects of their country's 
electoral process. Such services could range from consultations on technical 
matters to broad assistance With administrative and managerial aspects; 

(b) Electoral assistance involving observation and Bssessnent rf the 
free and fair nature of the electoral process; 

(c) Electoral assistance as an aspect of peacemaking or peace-keeping 
activities; 

(i) Electoral ear&stance as an aspect of conflict re3ol.u.iun. T.m 
United btations should be in a position to provid the fdl range zit 
electoral assistance needecl as a contribJtioq tc resolving -i 
conflict, especially when this assistance LY iz-luded 10 lt.rgcr 
peacemaking or peace-keeping opereticns of &,ltt rYnit~* N Lions 
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(ii) Electoral assistance with a security component. At present, 
regional orgeniaations generally have a limited capability to 
Provide security aavisers and observerst 

(d) Organising and conducting an election as an aspect of peacemaking or 
peace-keeping activities. In special situations. at ths request of the 
parties involved, the United Nations could assume the role of organising and 
conducting an election as an aspect of peacemdlring or peace-keeping 
activities. This expanded role would have to be examined and approved by the 
Security Council on a case-by-case basis. 

for electoral 
ti the - 

14. The United States suggests that the United Nations be able to provide any 
or all of the following types of assistance , as appropriate to each case, as 
requested by a Member state, and as approved in a suitable manner: 

I. MONITORING TEE ELBCTOBAt ENVIRONMENT 

A. Meet with a cross-section of participants in the electoral process. 

B. Observe political rallies nationwide to help reassure candidates or 
voters that there will be no harassment or intimidation. 

C. Monitor media. including facilities controlled by the Government, to 
ensure fair access by all parties end freedom of expression. 

0. Coordinate with regional and non-governmental organieations involved 
in observing the electoral process. 

II. ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE ON ELECTORAL PROCESSES 

A. Advise the host country on the development of non-partisan electoral 
laws, in order to provide a level playing field. 

6. Advise the host country on the development and implementation of a 
voter registration system. 

C. Advise electoral authorities and political parties on voter education. 

1. The importance of voting. 

2. Th6 meaning arrd the integrity of the electoral process. 

3. Voting procedures - when and how to cast ballOt8. 

I... 
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D. Adkke and assist electoral authorities on voting facilities and 
eguipent . 

1. Polling places. 

2. Ballotr and ballot boxes. 

3. Facilities for couuting. 

4. Security arrangement8 at such facilities. 

E. Advise the hOt3t Goverment and electoral authorities on gue8tiOn8 
related to the secusity of the electoral process. 

1. Uon.?tor security arrangements. 

2, Provide a security Component as necessary. 

P. Advise aud aesist electoral authorities on logistical matters. 

III. ELECTIObl DAY ACTIVITIES 

A, Monitor the conduct of the election at as many voting site8 as 
poseible. 

8. Ensure that monitorinq doe* not interfere witb voting. 

C. Conduct t parallel vote count end verify the announcement of afficial 
results. 

IV. RSsEssmc THE ELECTORAL PROCESS 

A. 6ources. 

1. International declarations. 

2. In-country sources. 

a. COZl8titUtiOU. 

b. Electoral laws and procedures. 

B. E88ential elements of a free and fair election. 

1. Intergrity of the balloting, including provisions for a secret 
vote. 

2. Free participation in th6 politiCa process. 

C. Otk : conditions necessary for a free and fair election, as warranted 
by \AS situation in the host countgr. 
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V. POST-ELECTION TRANSFER OF POWER 

A. Maintain a United Nations presence until the installation of elected 
official(s!. 

B. Monitor events during the transitional period 

A strenatheaedelectorelassistance caDabilitv 
nf the Unitea 

15. United Nations electoral assistance programmes cannot be created on an 
ad hoc basis if the Organisation's material and human resources are to be 
utilised to msximum advantage. The following paragraphs describe possible 
approaches that would contribute to a well-coordinated United Nations 
capability with enhanced institutional memory: 

(a) An Electoral Assistance Coordinator on behalf of the 
Secretary-General. The Coordinator should be a well-known expert in the field 
of international promotion of democracy, a person whose prestige would enhance 
United Nations activities. The Coordinator would evaluate all requests for 
United Nations electoral assistance , make recommendations to the 
Secretary-General, and, if requested by the Secretary-Geaeral, serve as his 
designated special representative for an individual mission of electoral 
assistancer 

(b) Panel of experts. The panel could function as an advisory body and 
as a pool of distinguishe8 experts who would be available to serve as the 
Secretary-General's special reyreaentative for an individual mission of 
electoral assistance, instead of the Coordinator. Members of the panel of 
experts should have direct experience in election observation and could be 
drawn, for enaml>le, from national or provincial electoral commissions; 

(c) Co rdination within the decretariat. The Electoral Assistance 
Coordinator, acting on behalf of Lhe Secretary-General, should br:l responsible 
for deploying the Secretariat's resources, both human and material, in order 
to Frovide electoral assistance at the request of Member States. The 
Coordinator would perform this function by means of a staff which need not be 
large, since it would draw upon capabilities throughout the United Nations 
system. The functions of this small Secretariat unit would include conducting 
survey missions to determine United Nations responses to requtrsCb for 
assistance, providing coze administrative support, ani, creating an 
institutional r,:amory as the Organization's experience with k:lectoral 
assistance grows and diversifies. The unit could be funded trou the regular 
budget of the United Nations, by means of existing resources; 

(d) Technicai assistance. We note that the Secretariat's Uepartrnent of 
Technical Cooperation for Development has already providbd assistance of a 
purely technical nature to the electoral c->mmissions of Nicaragua and Uaiti 
when elections were held recently ir those lountrios. This Department or ttit 
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Secretariat envision8 a long-term project that noald involve gathering 
information about the electoral needs of several countries, to be used by the 
United Nations in future aaaiatsnce efforts. We welcome this initiative and 
believe that the experience and capability of the Department of Technical 
Coopeeation for Development should be taken into account in planning a 
coordinated programme of United Nations electoral aaaiatancer 

(e) Funding. In all cases, electoral aasiatauce should be funded to the 
extent possible by voluntary contributions, particularly contributions by the 
country requea inq aeaiotauce. Coneideration could be given to funding from 
the peace-keeping budqet for miasiona which constitute an integral part of a 
peace-keeping operation and vhich are approved by the Security Council. If a 
request for electoral assistance pursuant to resolutions of the General 
Assembly involves significant expenditures for which voluntary contributions 
are not available, the Assembly would need to consider whether regular budget 
funding should be authoriaed for that specific miaaion, 

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST BEPuBLiCS 

[Original: Russian] 

[3 July 19911 

1. The principle of periodic and genuine elections laid down in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Right8 is becoming increasingly more important and urgent. The 
international community's heightened interest in that principle is a 
reflection of the objective processes taking place in many parts of the 
world. It is therefore quite natural that States Members of the Uoited 
Nations are experiencing a growing need to find ways to cooperate more fully 
s-18 exchange information in this area. 

2. The basic international human rights instruments have confirmed the 
principle of periodic and genuine elections as a neceaaary element for 
ensuring the right of -very citizen to take part in the conduct of public 
affairs, directly or through freely chosen representatives, an8 as a condition 
for the expression of the will of the people, which should be the basis of the 
authority of Government. As a cornerstone in the democratic structure of 
society, that principle is closely related to other fundamental riqbts and 
freedoms guaranteed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rjqbta and the 
international covenants. 

3. The strengthening of the role of tbe United Nations in coordinating 
cooperation among States with a view to enhancing the effectiveness of the 
principle of periodic and genuine elections should be barred on the provisions 
of the Universal Declaration of Numan Bigtts and the covenauts and on respect 
for the interests of all Statds. Given that none crf the world's many 
electoral systems can be considered universal and applicable to all countries, 
the initial stage could be dovoted to the study of conceptuai problems and of 

I.. . 
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the principles that are indispensable for the holding of periodic and genuine 
elections. Such work could result in a set of standard recommendations for 
assisting national institutions involved in the organisation of elections in 
their respective countries. 

4. Electoral assistance may also be provided to States through the 
establishment of advisory services, the holding of national and regional 
seminars, the expert examination of national legislation at the request of 
States, and the conduct of training courses by the Centre for Human Right8 for 
employees of services involved in the orqanfaatlon of elections. 

5. Since States often request that international observers be sent to 
monitor their elections, consideration could be given to the eotahlishment of 
a group of independent authoritative experts who would respond to such 
requests. Undoubtedly, in solving this problem it will be necessary to 
specify, in particular, such aspects as the status and mandate of the 
international experts, the way in which they submit the results of their work, 
snd sources of financing. 

6. The Soviet Union believes that the development of international 
cooperation to enhance the effectiveness of the principle of periodic and 
genuine elections should be based on the voluntary participation of interested 
State6 Members of the United Nations in the context of respect for the 
principle of non-interference. 

I. The USSR proposes that this issue should be considered in detail at the 
forty-sistb session. 

VRNEZUELA 

[Original: Spanish] 

[21 June 1991) 

1. It is clear that the international community has peacefully accepted the 
principle that it is "the concern solely of peoples to determine methods and 
to establish institutions regarding the electoral process, as well as to 
determine the ways for its implementation according to their constitutional 
and national lwgislatiou". 

2. The above principle is in turn rooted in the principle of 
non-interference in the internal affairs of States and the sovereign right of 
peoples to determine their political, economic and social syttem. 

3. There is also no question that all States enjoy sovereign equality and 
that each State hr the right freely to choose its political system and to 

develop its econc J ana social institutions, since there is no singlo 
political system "r electoral method that is equally suited to all nations and 
their peopl. '1. 

/ . . . 
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4. Such principlea, whose validity cannot be questioned, are in no way 
incompatible with or contradictory to the principles and obligations enshrined 
in, m, tbe Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Deolaration 
of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
and which relate tot 

(a) The obligation to develop friendly relations among nations based on 
respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples; 

(b) The right of everyone to take part in the Government of his or her 
country, directly or through freely chosen representatives; 

(c) The right of everyone to equal aoces8 to public service in his or 
her country; 

(d) The fact that the will of the people must be the basis of the 
authority of Government, and that this will must be expressed in periodic and 
genuine elections which must be by universal suffrage; 

(e) The fact that "periodic and genuine elections are a necessary end 
indispensable element of sustained efforts to protect the rights and interests 
of 'he governed"$ 

(f) The fact that the right of everyone to take part in the Government 
of his or her country is a crucial factor in the effective enjoyment by all of 
a wide range of other human rights and fundamental freedoms, embracing 
political, economic, social and cultural rights; 

(g) The fact that "determining the will of the people requires an 
electoral process that provides an equal opportunity for all citiaens to 
become candidates and put forward their political views, individually and in 
cooperation with others, as provided in national constitutions and laws". 

5. For these reasons and while recognising that tbere is no single political 
system or electoral process that is equally suited to all nations, it could be 
said that the exercise of universal suffrage, through procedures that 
guarantee the free and genuine expression of the will of citisens, is the best 
way of safeguarding the principle of self-determination of peoples. 

6. This free and effective exercise of suffrage is today increasingly 
threatened by the action of internal elements rather than by any foreign 
intervention. This is all too often true in the developing countries. 

7. Democracy csn no doubt be considered the most perfect or the least 
imperfect of systems since, in addition to ensuring respect for institutions, 
the rule of law, respect for human rights and the physical and moral integrity 
of citizens, it also helps to promote harmonious coexistence and mutual 
respect between nations. 

/ . . . 
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8. In this conne&ion, it would seem to be in the interest of the 
international community to continue to work towards a mechanism which, while 
respecting the principle of non-intervention, would ensure the voluntary 
acceptance of a set of standards that would make it possible for some 
international organisations, in this case the united Nations, to participate 
in providing advissry services ana in supervising elections. 

9. Such participation would naturally only follow upon and be subject to the 
adoption of the necessary agreements, which would involve acceptance by the 
signatory States of the presence of a Unftea Nations mission, where the 
appropriate requirements baa been met. 

10. Such a development woula, of course, be breaking with an old United 
Nations tradition, that of non-interference in the organisation or preparation 
of electoral processes in sovereign States. One specific example of the 
evolution of the thinking which governs cooperation in this area was the 
adoption of the Charter of Paris, which envisages the establishment of a 
permanent mechanism for providing advisory services and technical essistance 
in electoral matters, reflecting a desire to support efforts aimed at ensuring 
the free expression of the political will of peoples. 

11. Moreover, precedents do already exist, in that a Unitea Nations mission 
was present at a recent electoral process - the Nicaraguan elections held in 
February 1990. It is no exaggeration to say that the presence of observers 
from the Unitea Nations, the Organisation of American States (OAS) and the 
Centre for Electoral Training and Promotion (CAPEL), important international 
figures and numerous observers from various countries - both governmental 
observers and observers from electoral boaies - played a very major role in 
ensuring that the population went to the ballot bon without fear and with 
confidence that their will, as expressed through suffrage, would be respected 
and not tiistortea. 

12. This was possible mainly because the initiative of inviting this whole 
assortment of observers came from the Nicaraguan Govervnent itself, at whose 
request tbe United Nations sent its mission , even though this was not a case 
of a country acceding to independence as had been'the norm up to that time. 

13. Given the difficulty of determining when, in what manner, how and why the 
activities of an observer mission from an international organisation should be 
accepted, it would seem useful for now to devise a formula whereby opposition 
sectors in any country could give their comments and views on forthcoming or 
ongoing electoral processes. 

14. The countries of Central America and the Caribbean and those of South 
America have already taken major steps in this direction. The existence of an 
organieation such as CAPEL is clear evidence of this and its representatives 
are frequently invited to observe the conduct of the elections that are 
regularly held in those countries that have signed the Tikal Protocol (Central 
America and the Caribbean) or the Quito Protocol (South America). Moreover, 
CAPEL not only acts 88 an observer but also provides advisory services, all of 
this of course at the request of the party concerned. 

/ . . . 
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1s. Whatever meuhanism is adopted in future to advise on aud observe 
eletitoral prooesaee in aountries that voluntarily request it, it is important 
to note that a mission's function cannot be limited to observing the balloting 
on election say. In order for such a mission to perform its task fully, its 
presence must beqin several month8 earlier. in order to determine whether the 
atages prior to the balloting were con&acted satisfactorily and whether the 
eleation campaign was wage& in an appropriate climate. It is therefore 
crucial that the countries concerned fulfil the following requirements8 

(a) A central eleatoral body exists which is pluralist aud balanced in 
its composition and in whtch no political organisation or group of 
organioations has a majority; 

(b) Au electoral roll or register is prepare& which guarantees that all 
citizens msy b8 entered on it while eUsUriLIg that the f3ame person may UOt 

register more than once, in order to permit everyone to cast his or her vote 
and to prevent anyone from votinq more then once; 

(c) Polling stations or voting tables are similarly balanced in 
compouition and have poll watchers or electoral observers from all the 
contending parties in attendsncet 

(d) The secrecy of the ballot is genuinely guaranteed aud the ballot 
cast faithfully reflects the will of the voters 

(e) During the election campafqn, the free expression of ideas was 
genuinely respected an8 all participating political groups had unrestricted 
accesti to the median- 

(f) The forces of law and order act according to the law and not 
according to which party wins the election. 

The members of the mission dispatched for this purpose will be able to testify 
to all these aspects and to sorae other equally important ones, end where these 
minimum requirements have been met in full, they will have to ratify the 
results, whatever these may be. 

16. Implementation of the above would make an effective end decisive 
contribution to the consoliaatiou of democracy, with positive consequences as 
mentioned at the outset both internally an8 in relations btitveen nations. 

17. In the specific case of Venezuela, t&e Supreme Blsctoral Council has on 
numerous occasions lent its support to countries that have requustd it. Such 
support has taken various forms, of which the moat usual and sir&ficant have 
been8 

(a) Material auppo-t, by providing the logistical supplies initispensable 
to any electfon. aucb as ballot boxes, indelible ink, solver&, curtain&, 
seals ballot papera, etc.; 

/. . 
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(b) Technical support, through the dispatch of trained personnel to help 
other electoral bodies organise and make all the requisite arrangements for 

elections. such as compilation of the electoral roll or register axul 
establishment of electoral boards and polling stationst 

(a) The dispatch of observers either on behalf of the Council itself, 
where it has been invited, or seconded to international organisations 
requesting them by way of cooperation (United Nations, OAS, CAPSLII 

(d) Lastly, in addition to the support mentioned above in certain 
special cases, members and officials of the Supreme Electoral Council have, at 
the request of the party concerned and with the approval of the National 
Executive, acted as counsellors, arbitrators a& genuine mediators in the 
implementation of an electoral process held beyond our borders, all of which 
has so far, in our view, been done in a discreet and effective manner. This 
was the experience of a Council mission which was sent to Nicaragua and whose 
reports were in due course presented to and analysed and discussed by both the 
United Nations an8 OAS, and were even praised by members of the United States 
House of Representatives, a fact which was recorded in the Congressional 
RMOFd. 

18. The experieuce accumulated in this area has been placed at the disposal 
of any nation wishing to make use of it, either through a direct request to US 
or through international organizatione which are asked to provide cooperation 
and which consider Venezuela's contribution, whether material, technical or 
political, to be useful. 

ZAMBIA 

[Original: English] 

16 June 19911 

1. Zambia, since the attainment of independence, both during the multi-party 
era, then the one-party system and now back to the multi-party system, has 
always practise8 end observed the essential principles of open, free and fair 
elections. Thus, presidential and parliamentary elections have been held 
periodically for those in power to obtain or renew their mandate. The 
elections have been held on the basis of universal suffrage for those aged 18 
years an8 above who are requirea to register as voters and who participate in 
the secret ballot. Apart from the secrecy of the vote, the electoral 
processes have been open and public and amenable to observation and 
verification as to their being free and fair. 

2. Provided the approaches respect sovereignty and do not open the way for 
the United 8ations or other Member States to seek to meddle where they have 
not been invitec¶ or where their offers of assistance have been rejected, 
Zambia cannot have strong or any reservation3 over principles of periodic 

1. . . 
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genuine eleotions or the possibility of bilateral or United Nations-backed 
assistance by mutual arrangement where this is at the specific request of the 
recipient Msmber State. 

3. Zambia believes in the legality of Government which must be lawfully in 
power after being popularly elected under constitutional and legal 
arrangements that for the time being are generally acceptable to the 
cftiaens. The electoral process must similarly be acceptable, open and 
genuine. 

4. There should, in principle and generally, be no objectiou from Zambia to 
the United Nations or other interested observers coming to see our electoral 
process, at their oua cost, since it is recognised that there will be, from 
time to time, aa outcry for those not in power for neutral observers. 
Similarly, there may be need to modernise the electoral processes in future 
and any help from the United Nations or other Member Sta+es will be welcome. 

II. REPLIES RECEIVRD PROM SPECIALIZED AGENCIES, 
INTERGOVERRM.SRTAL AND NON-GOVRRRMERTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIERTIFIC ARD 
CULTURAL ORGARIZATION 

[Originalr English] 

[2 May 19911 

1. The UniteU Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Orgaaization 
(UNRSCO) is interested in promoting research and reflection on human rights in 
democratisation processes in different regions of the world. For this 
purpose, a series of conferences can be mentioned: 

(a) The first was held in Montevideo from 27 to 39 November 1990. The 
Declaration "Democratic Culture aad Governance", was adopted at this 
conference;* 

(b) The second "Forum international: culture et dhmocratie" will be 
organized from 4 to 6 September 1991 in Prague; 

(c) An international symposium on women and democnecy in the countries 
of Central aad Baatern Europe will be held at Prague in November 1991. 

2. Au interaatioaal conference 0x1 education for human right6 and democracy 
will be convened jointly with the United Nations Centre fur Human Eights and 
in cooperation with interyovernmantal and non-governmental organizations in 
1993. 

* AvLilable for consultation in the Secretariat. 

I... 
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ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES 

[Original: Spsnish] 

[21 October 19911 

1. The valuable experience gained by the Organisation of Ambrican States 
(OAS) from its electoral observation missions of the past two years may be 
useful for the purposes of the resolution. 

2. OAS electoral observation missions have been carried out in response to 
express requests in this connection from member States. The Organisation sent 
missions to observe the electoral processes in Dicerague (1989-1999)# Haiti 
(1990), El Salvador (1991), Paraguay (1991) and SurPname (1992). M~M~OM 
were also sent to observe the elections in Costa Rica (199O), Honduras (19901, 
Dominican Republic (1990), Guatemala (1990) and Panama (1990). 

3. The observer missions consisted exclusively of civiliansr there uas no 
military component. The number of observers was determined according to 
conditions in each country and the needs of the corresponding electoral 
observation process. In Nicaragua, 435 observers took part in the observation 
of the electoral process, while in Haiti, observers numbered 195, in 
El Salvador, 150, in Paraguay, 47, an8 in Suriname, 42. 

4. The obeerwers travelled in groups, covering all area8 of the country in 
question. Their mission was not limited to simply observing the electoral 
processt they also contributed to its proper functioning. 

5. The OAS electoral observation missions used computerioed eystermr which 
ma8e it possible to monitor voting trends and to make an early, precise 
forecast of the election results. 

6. The costs of the electoral observation missions were finencer7 from thy 
Organisation's regular budget and with special contributions from 
extrabudgetary oources. 

7. The Secretary-General followed each miskiion closely ad kept the 
Organisation's Permanent Council informe@ of its ptqvess. 

CARIBBEAN COMMLINITY SECHETARIAT 

[original, Yngliskd] 

[U 6sptesco8r 19911 

1. Although the iosue of elections in trre Caribbwu C~~~utity (CAURICWlM) 
States 'as well a6 in othud countries has asisen within tk rqrozlal public uf 
CARICClPI as 8 rattldr of public &bate ir the paxi. ue two not y*r itch& tbu 
CABICOM Cornmuuitg reached tCle point wbexc tbu iasw LM- be,w.w rbi~ c&jecr of 
an official poLi.cy in the l.onnnuaity ds ~5 wnolr,. 
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2. From time to time, specific deaisioas have been takea on a Caribbean 
Comunity presence in specific observer arrangements. This has been the case, 
for example, with elections held in Haiti end Surineme. In both these cases, 
however, CARICOM obrervere were incorporated into a wider mission organised by 
the Orgenieatioaa of kaerican Statea or the United Nat&ons. A sLiilnr type of 
arrengement is envisaged with respect to the forthcoming elections in Guyana 
where a CARICOM prsrence will be incorporated into a wider Commonwealth 
observer Mieaion. 

3. While individual CABICOM Member States as Members of the United Natioas 
might wish to formulate their own individual suggestions on this matter, the 
crystallisation of a Community position will need to await the inclusion of 
the iseue on the Community's agenda for deliberation by the relevant organ or 
institution of the Community. 

CO~ONWSALTH SECPETARIAT 

[Original: English] 

[30 MFly 1991) 

1. Tbe Connnonwealtb, is itself deeply interested in this subject sad Heads 
of Goverment themselves at their last meeting at Kuala Lumpur in October 1999 
made i statement indicating their strong commitment to furtheriug the 
democratic process. In this regard, I refer you to paragraph 7 of the 
connaunique . 

2. Not surprisingly, the various United Nations mandates oa this subject are 
broader in scope then those of the Convnonwealth secretariat. 

3. Out of our own far more limited experience , we should like to highlight 
the following areas as being vorthy of particular attention in respect of 
paragraphs 9 and 10 of General Assembly resolution 45/150. 

4. Support of measures to: 

(a) Facilitate cowtitutional reform; 

(b) Facilitate greater participation in the democratic process by 
fostering relevant institutional development, for example, strengthening local 
qovorument systems and providing fol more efficient electoral machinery; 

(c) Strengthen the majox underpinnings of the democratic process - such 
as the judiciary and .key law officers; the ombudsman system: the media and the 
Electoral Commission: 

(d) Upgrade electoral laws an& regulations. 

/ . . 
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5. Action at the' international level needs to be supported by di~cuseions 
and an education procem within countries about the democratic proceaa - the 
United Nations could provide technical advice and vieitiag missions ia this 
area rathex t&a leavilrg ft wholly to bilateral efforts. 

6. At the international level, consideration might be given to the 
possibility ot iuternational standard-setting of elector*1 nor018. 

7. We look forward to the report and to the discussion of this issue at tie 
forty-sixth session of the General Assembly and would like to reiterate our 
interest in closer cooperation with the United Nations, at various levels, in 
this area of activity. 

-s-m- 


